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Introduction 
Numerous articles ijave been written late:J..y v1hich 
give the historical setting for th~ great era -0f ~ail­
road building which was.ushered in at: the close .of ·the. 
Civil War.·- Therefore, I have deemed it unnecessary, .. 
in. this brief paper, to give more than a few., .1 ines to 
this bacl<ground, preferri1:1g to refer the reader to these 
artic"ies in v1hich the authors have made a close study, 
of the question. 
There are two main phases in .the history of the· 
Kansas Pacific Railroad.. The fir~t phase·, is that of 
. the history of the road during the territorial1p~riod 
of Kansas, which began in 1855 with the granting of the 
charter to the Leavenworth, Pawnee and.Western. Railroad 
Company by the first territorial legislature o~Kansas 
and ended. when the road received federal recognit~on in 
the Act of July l, 1862. 
This act, by extending governmi}nt aid to· .the: rail-
road, enabled the company to extend its l.ine far beyond 
the original plans. This was not accomplished.without a 
good deal of trouble ranging from grafting contractors 
to poli.t~cal intrigues within the halls of Congress• 
The chief object of this paper, in addition to 
relating the history of the actual construction of the 
road is to try to show what a large ·part was ~layed by 
the Kansas Pacific in the settlement of Kansas. Too 
much emphasis has been laid on the influence of the 
slavery controversy, in which the struggle between the 
opposing forces; ·to see which should settle Kansas and 
so maRe it either a slave or a free state, has been. 
unduly emphasized. Irt the first place, the actual 
settlements in Kansas up to the timelof her admission 
as a state in 1861 were almost entirely east of a line 
drawn north and south through Topeka. The pro-slavery 
forces from Missouri usually came over about election 
day and after voting returned to thetr homes across 
the state line. 
1 
There were practically no settle.rs west of Topeka 
until after the coming of the Kansas Pacifi~ Ra.ilroad. 
. . 
~------------------------~~---------~---~----~-----
1.. The Hon. James Humphrey has an excellent article 
on this subject in the fourth volume of K. S. H. c. 
p. 287-97~ He mentions a few scattering towns west 
of Topeka but the great bulk of the population.was 
east of Topeka during the early days. 
This company, by means of an extensive advertising, 
campaign, located thousands of settlers on its lands. 
From this.central strip of land settled by the rail-
roads other colonization projects radiated to the northenn 
and southern parts of the state. And so, it seems to 
me, that we must consider this road as one of the most 
important early factors in the economic development of 
our state .. 
Fart 1 
The Leavenv,rorth, Pawnee and Western Railroad Company. 
Before Kansas and Nebraska were organized as territ-
cries, considerable competi~ion grev1 up over a northern· 
and southern route to the Pacific. The Mexd:man cessfon 
of 1848 had given us an immense amount of land which 
included, ·roughly speaking, the territory from the western 
boundary of Texa·s to the Pacific ocean and between 'the 
forty-second parallel on the north and the Gila River on 
the south. The subseqµent discovery of gold ·in Calif-
ornia :.increased:. the importance of this .western country 
and the question of uniting it with the ea·st by means of 
a transcontinental railroad loomed large on.the political 
horizon.. It must be remembered that at this time the 
question of the extension of slave territory was an import-
ant one. The leaders on both sides were astute enough to 
see the great advantage to be gained by the section 
which should first reach the Pacific coast by means of a 
railroad. Southern leaders desired to construct the road 
so as to strike such cities as :st. Louis, Memphis, Vicks-• 
burg, and New Orleans and then go west to the Pacific coast. 
The treaty at the close of the Mexican war had provided 
that in case the route south of the Gila River boundary 
I 
2 
should prove, upon examination, to be the most feasible, 
the government of Mexico would permit a railroad south 
of that river. On the other hand, the northern route was 
being advocated by those who wished to make Chicago the 
grand terminal for the Pacific road, The first step, 
therefore,,- was to organize the territory from the Missouri 
river west to the mountains. The struggle over the 
organization of this territory became upper-most in the 
affairs of the country during the year 1854. This 
struggle culminated in the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska 
Act of that year,. organizing the two territories. What 
has until recently been over7looked is the fact that the 
desire for a northern route to the Pacific was one of 
the chief motives in the struggle for the organization of 
1 
these territories. 
The Kansas-Nebraska Act was passed in 1854;. the 
following year the first territorial legislature.of Kansas 
2 
began the railroad program by.chartering five roads, the 
Kansas Central, the Southern~ Kansas,_ the Leavemvorth 
'• and Lecompton, the Kansas Valley and the Leavenworth, 
Pawnee and Western of which the last n~med was the only 
ene that was ever built. 
1.. This motive lj.as been advanced and developed by 
Professor F. H. Hodder, in his paper on the Kansas-
Nebraska Act, found in the Proceedings of the State -
Historical Society of Wi.sconsin 1 ? for 1912. Pages 69-86. 
2. Territorial Laws of Kansas 1855. 
3 
The act incorporating the road provided for a 
capital stock.of five~milli~n dollars. The company was 
authorized to.survey and construct a railroad from the 
w.est bank of the Missouri river, in the town of Leaven-
worth,. Kansas, to the western boundary of the territory, 
-which at that time was the Rocky Mountains, by vmy of 
Pawnee, near the present site of Fort Riley~ Work was 
to be commenced on the road within five years and must be 
completed in twelve years. 
Preparations were immediately begun for the organiz-
ation of the company by the men named in the incorporat-
ing act December 26, 1
1
856 •. The Leavenv10~th, Pawnee, and 
'Nestern Railroad Company first opened its books to the 
public for the purpose of selling stock in the coYporat-
ion. The advisability of attempting to get a land grant 
4 
from Congres was decided upon at this meeting. 
This comp0ny .was formally organized in January 1'857, 
5 
at Leavenworth, where :$156,,000 of stock. was subscri"&ed. 
3. Territorial Laws of Kansas, 1855, page 914. 
4. Kansas State Historical ·collections, Vol. 11, p. 534. 
5. A. T. Andreas Hist.cry of Kansas·,, page 245-46 •· 
3 
4 
' Upon the completion· of the organization, the following 
6 
letter was sent to Mr~ John W. Geary, the territorial 
governor. of Kansas~ 
Leavenworth, Rawnee and West-
ern Railroad Company, 
Leavenworth, Kansas r;rerritory, Jan.5,1857. 
Dear Sir:. 
·I have the honor to inform you by resolution 
of the Board of Directors. of. the· Leavenworth, Pawnee 
.. and 1llestern Railroad C?mpany, that the necessary .. amoun.t 
of stock to perfect our organization h~s been subscribed 
and the said company have completed a perfect organizat-
1 
ion under. the law incorporating them •. 
J.· I1ifartin Alexander,, Sec'y. 
The people ·of Kansas were ·not wealthy. For the 
most part•they were poor, hard working people who had 
,come to the territory with little or no money and had 
taken up a claim,.· many st ill being in debt for their· 
' 
.. 
farming outfits. .Kansas had no large cities or centers 
of finance like the East •. Consequently, the newly 
\------------------------------------------------------
6. K. s •. H. c .. Volume 4, page 675. Address by James 
Humphrey. 
organized concern soon vrnnt "begging!!, for lack of funds .. 
Nor, was it possible at first; to interest the financiers 
of the East in Kansas Railroads stocks. This fact was 
not surprising, .because railroads a·t tlj.at time ·were a 
I 
comparatively new venture in the world of finance. East-
ern roads might be a paying.investment, but what of a 
railroad project in the far west, in a sparsely settled 
territory not yet qualified for statefhood? The Eastern· 
people ·w~,re. all a~xious enough for a road to be built 
connect irm the two sect ions, yet they hesitated. at first 
to invest in, the, project. In spite of the financial 
straits .of the company, preparations went forward. In 
May 1857, grading on. the road-·b.ed". was begun and by the 
end.of the year surveys and profiles of the main line 
7 
were finished from Leavenworth to Pawnee. 
However, by 1860, the company had accomplished but 
little a~tual construction. work, nor had it made any 
progress in its attempt to get government aid... Two events 
g 
occured about this time which spurred. the company into . .• 
action, G.l though a+ong a somev1hat different line• · The 
first of these events, the discovery of gold in Colorado · 
increas~d the demand for a railr6ad to the Westi and the 
7 •. Andreas· History of Kansas, pages 245-46 .. 
8. N. Y. Daily Tribune·, Wed: July 1, 1863. Kansas State 
Historicai Library, Topeka. 
5 
second,. the rapid appraoch of the Hannibal, Saint Joseph 
and Pacific Railroad of Missouri, towards the western 
boundary of the state, threatened a possible rival. 
The Delaware and Pottawatomie Indians held immense 
reservations in Kansas Valley which would probably be 
the route· of the railroad. May 30, 1860, a treaty was· 
drawn up between the agents of the United States govern-
ment and the Delaware Indians, which provided for a 
division, of the Delaware reservation. Those Indians who 
desired to hold their land in severalty were to receive 
their portion; the remainder of the land was to be open 
to purchase by the Leavenworth, Pawnee and Wes~ern Rail-
road Company·at not less than $1.25 per acre. l'he 
Indians stipulated that title to one half of the lands 
should be transferred to the railroad upon the completion 
of t·;1enty five miles of road from Leavenworth City 
westward and the remainder when the road was completed 
9 
to the western boundary of the "Delaware Reserve.". 
Failure to· fulfill this building contract forfeited the 
right to the l~nds. These conditions were not fulfilled 
lo· 
and on July .2, 1861 another treaty was dravvn up,. again 
9. U. S. Statutes at Large, Vol .. 12, pp. 1129-30. 
10. U. S. Statutes at Large, Vol. 12, ppl 1177. 
6 
granting the same railroad the right of purchase of 
certain.Delaware lands~ This time a:lsale was made; 
the company getting approximately 224,000: acres· of land., 
The company gave a mortgage on a part of the. land,'. :to 
the Indians, as security. 
April 19, 1862,. President Lincoln signed a treaty 
betwe~m the Federal Government and the Pottawatomie 
Indians whi6h provided for a surv~y of the Pottawatomie 
Reserve and "being desirous to ~ave said·railroa~ extended 
through their reserve, in the direction of Fort Riley, 
so that the value .of lands retained by them may be en-
hanced •..... ~ ...... it is provided that the Leavenworth, 
Pawnee and Western Railroad Company shall have the priv-
ilege ?~ bu!ing the remainder of their lands within six 
months after the tracts of severalty have been selected ••• 
• . • . . • ~provided taey purchase· the whole of said lands at 
11 
the rate of $1.25 per acre. 11 They also stipulated a 
time limit for the company to begin work. But no sale 
12 
was successfully made, and in 1867 another treaty was ... 
made which provided that since :.. u The Leavemvorth, 
Pawnee and ·western Railroad Company, their successors and 
-----------------------------------------------~---~-----
11.. U. S. Statutes at Large, Vol. 12,. page· 1191 •. '· 
12. For the· results of these treaties,, I am indebted to 
the research work of Miss Anna Heloise·Abel; student 
olf3 the l~ansas University, whose thes.is on "Indian 
Reservations· in Kansas and the Extinguishment of the 
Title 11 is found in the K. s. H. c. Vol., 8, pp •. 89-90. 
7 
as~igns~having failed to purchase said lands, the Atchison 
Topeka ·and Santa ~e may purchase the same for $1.00 
. 13 
per acre." Altogether the right of purchase was 
secured. to approximately 600,000 acres of land along 
the eastern part of the road, although only about half 
was ever bought •. 
In spite of this rich endowment of land the company 
was unabilie to go ahead. They found they must turn 
elsewhere for the needed assistance. The State of 
California had been attempting in vain to get Federal 
aid· for the construction of ~ "Central Railroad" which 
was to :be built from the coast to the Rocky Mountains· 
and there meet the eastern roads which.sooner or later 
must inevitably be constructed. Missouri and Iowa we:e:a · 
I 
both. anxious to make their respective systems the connect-
ing link between the two sections. And so, the energetic 
Kansas men turned to California in the hope of affecting 
a combination mf interests that would build their own. 
road and at the same time forestall the Missouri and 
Iowa projects. 
The result of this combined effort· was the Act of 
. 14 
Congress of July 1, 1862 which not only carried a 
liberal land grant but also lent Federal ct~dit to the 
------~---------------------------------~-------------
13 •. U. s. Statutes" at Large, Vol. 15, page 535. 
14. U. S. Statutes at Large, Vol~ 12, page 489. 
8 
project. This act of Cong~e~~ ~fovid~d ·r~~·the~organ­
ization .. of a company to be known as the. ~'Union. Pacific 
·Railroad Company". It was authorized.to build~ road 
westward from a point on the lOO~th, meridian in. the 
territory of Nebraska·,1' to the west~rn .boundary of the 
Nevada territory •. The land;grarit consisted of five alter-
nate sections per mile on ~ach si~e of the·roa41 withi~a 
1 imi t of ten miles •. · The· road· was to. receive $16, 009. 
in U. s. bonds, bearing 6% .in.terest ·for each· mile 
constructed •. These bonds·were to: constitute a Jirst ': 
mortgage on the whole.line of tailtoad~ Section 9 of 
the lav( provided that the Leavenworth, Pawn~e and Western 
' ' ' • 
I ' 
Railroad C.ompany ,of. Kansas should .he authorize~ to· build 
a road from the M~s$ourL tiver, .~t the mouth of t~e ~ansas 
river, on the south thereof,> so. as· to connect. V?i th the 
11 Pacific Railroad 0 of MissourL to the initial point on. 
the lOOth meridian: (.above mentioned). The Kansas road 
was to have the same priviligei and grants as the newly 
organized company provided for in~the first ·par~ of the ... 
act.. The Central Railroad of California was authorized 
to construct a road from the~Pacific coast (~t;or near 
San Francisco. or· the navigab.le\ waters o~. the Sacre~e_nto 
River) to the ·eastern boundary of .. :Cel-lifo:r:-µ.ia 'on the 
9 
UNITED STATES 
C:di-tion of' Mar. 1911. 
!(JO fl HlO :~oo "-OO noo tiOO l<i lom<~tt.>1'8 
RH t~ l } ~ f ~ 
same terms as the afore mentioned roads. 
The fact that the act provided for three branches 
from the initial point on the IOOth meridian eastward, 
deserves a moment's notice. It must b~ remembered that 
the South had seceded, thus leaving the Northern states 
to carry out the Pacific road project.· The various 
sections, through their congressional representatives 
were wrangling over the route from the Missouri river 
to the mountains, each demanding that the road favor his 
loc~li ty .. Cone;ress ,, . in a spirit of compromise decided 
upon a· ~rand trunk line from a point on the lOOth 
meridian west.to Cali~ornia; and eastward fvomtthis point 
they provided for three branch lines to points on the 
15 . 
Missouri river •. This river,. being the limit of rail-
I 
roads already constructed as well as being the eastern 
boundary of the .great central plains, was ehosen as the 
logical place for beginning the great Pacific system. 
Thus,. encouragedr~ by the liberal land grant and 
credit extended by the gover~rnent, th~ Leavenworth, 
Pawnee and Western Railroad Company again took up the 
L. 
building program and this time let the· contract for 
~~~-----------
15 •. One· road_ was_ to begin. at Sioux City, Iowa , the 
s_econd af Atchison, Kansas, and the third road at 
Kansas City, on the boundary .line of Missouri. The 
latter was the one t.o b.e built by the Leavenworth 
Pawnee and Western Railroad Company. / 
10 
cunstruction to Ross, Steele ·and Company, of Montreal, 
16 
Canada·;· ·September· 19·, .. 1862. 
of the .road must be completed: by November. 17, 186'4 
.under penalty of forfeiture of privileges,. the company 
stipulated that the contractors:· should begin worl-: on 
the first of November,· 1862 .. and. push the work forward 
with the greatest possible speed. Accordingly,, they 
began work on the day designated with a.force of two. men, 
18 
on the Leavenworth-Lawrence branch. Soon af.ter, a 
·11 
larger force began work on. the main. line out of Wyandotte •. 
The-work proceeded in a very unsatisfactory manner. The 
railroa4 officials soon discovered that if they expected 
to hold the government subsidies a change in contractors· 
would have to be made·.. They got in touch with Samuel 
Hallett, of New York, with the idea of negotiating a new 
contract.. Inste~.9. of taking .over the building contract, 
Hallett organized a new company which bought the franchise 
of the Leavenworth, .Pawnee and Vfestern Railroad Company 
16. K. s. H. c., Vol. 11, p·. ·535 ... Art. by J. D. ·Cruise, 
11 Early Days dm the Union Pacific"". 
17. Statutes at Large - Volume 12, page 469, etc.· 
18. This article entitled "The Pac·ific Railway Lease" 'is 
on f i 1 e:: in the K. S. H. Library at Topeka. Unf o rt un-
a t e ly, the name of the· author is missing, as is also 
the name of the paper in which it wa.s ,published. 
Hereafter,, v1hen referring to it; it wi:ll be designated 
as "unkn.ovvn rr • 
outright. 
From this time: on the road passed out of the territ-
orial project stage. and took on a national aspect. East-
ern financiers were at last r~ady to invest in:. western 
railroad projects, .. · .and the prospects for the r.apid . 
. building of the road were. brighter •.. 
12 
Part 11 
The Kansas Pacific 
The newly organized company numbered some of tl1e 
most prominent financiers of the time among its personnel. 
In addition to Samuel Hallett .of New York,. already 
mentioned as a leading contractor, Thomas c. ·Durant and 
John D. Perry deserve especial mention tepresenting .as 
~hey do the class of men backing the enterprise, General 
John C. Fremont, i.vell known over the country as an ex-
1 
plorer and military man, was elected President. 
One of the.first acts of the new company was to 
change the name of the organization from tl1e "Leavenworth, 
Pavmee and Western Hailroad Company 11 to the "Union 
Pacific Railway, Eastern Division". The New York Daily 
Tribune of July 1, 1863 gives one of the best discussion 
as to the .reason for the change of name that is to be 
2 
found. "The name was changed to the Union Pacific 
Railway, Eastern Division, this being necessary in order 
to make the public acquainted with its real location and 
ch~racteri occupying as it does, the finest valley 
1. A. T. Andreas History of Kansas, p. 245. 
2. On file in the Kansas State Historical Library, Topeka. 
13 
for ~aihvay purposes in the west j~ connecting with both. 
' • < ., ' • '" ' 
the 11 Hanntbal. and st. Joseph Railroad" and the "Pacific 
Railroadtt of MissoW:-i, and so l~~at~d as 'to. '<i~aw' into 
. ',''\ . . ' 
its·ahanner the currents of trad~ to both C~lorado and 
, ' 
New Mexico; .. largely endowed_, as it has been by Congress, 
1 ~ ~. • " ' ' ' ... 
with th.e· expressed. object' of making i.t' at least one of 
the eastern: branches of th
1
e main line, .it is \a'i.together 
·' 
fit that it should be known by a name indicating Lts 
... 
rea:J, location and~ natural design. And as it apparently 
·, 
f~rms the key to the whole Pacific system of which it is 
. ' ( ~·' ' 
the practicaI_ inauguratio~, .. we. must consider tha·t as . 
I'• r) '• < • • • <' i· • t :· "'' .'\; / ' ' i " \ • 
being a very· small cr·1 ticisni, which objects to the as sump-· 
\, \r• ' ~' ; ' '.-. 
tion of an apJ?rO.p_riate. name, simply because. ·1 t has· been 
14 
, , , , -, 1 < :.~, <I' , 3 
proposed. to confer a simil.ar name upon a prospective company, 
which
1
.has, so ~ar' ]~~eked: the 'element~~y vigor to achieve 
;,,._ ' 
·existence." The addition of 'the words ."Eastern. Di~/ision" 
w~s for t~e. purpc>"se .. of preventing . corifusion 'with th'e 
i:". 
name given by Congress to the middle di vis.ion. in case the 
company should ever· be organized.. \) p,.<:6\1\\A& 
. . ' . ' ' . . . . 
---------------------~-------~-------~---~--------~~---
3. , .The cornpany• prov.id~d for in the Ac"t of ··rs.02 had· .as 
yet failed to be. organized,. the eastern capi:talists pre- · 
f erring to invest in the Kansas road which was already 
aflrEiiworking basis rather than. to.~ organize. a new company. 
For further reading on this subject see both Tribune 
account and the 11 Stockholder" of N.ew York-issue, June 23, 
1863: on file in K. s. H. Library, Topeka. · 
.~he next ste~: w~s to 
Canadiam. co~tractors~ Ross,r Steele and Compa;iy~ who ha.d 
undertaken to.~:.build_ the road in: 1862. Then the new 
company took eyer the railroad in June 1863 1 ~he 
Canadian contractors had spent about $50,:0.00 on gradings 
e.nd were using a force;:'JO.f only one hundred men on the 
• t', 
work. Ih .June 1 Hallett pronounced the old construction 
contract ±nvalid and gave· orders for the work to stop. 
Carter, the head contractor refused,. whereuponHallett 
decided on drastic measures. By some unkn.own means 
Hallett proc.ured a company of un·i ted States dragoons 
and proce~ded t~ rout the entire .force of cont~actors, 
agents and workmen, ... - Instead of retal,i·ating with like 
_ methods of lawlessness~ Ross, Steele and Company turned. . 4 
to the. ·courts for protection of their contract righ~s •. 
On Jun.a 15 and July l, 18'6'3 the Eastern D~vision. people 
filed~ two deeds of trust to Hunt and Ruggles- trustees, gi v-
---·----------... --------
4. K. S. H. c., Voimne 11, p •. 529· Art. by John W. · 
Cruise 11 Early· Days on the· Union Pacific. 11 · Hereafter 
referred to as Cruise; 
ing the line of road to bo constructed and the land grant 
of the oompany as security in return for $5;760 1 000 in 
bonds. This, of course, disposed of all saounity formerly 
hold by the old contractors for the construction of the 
. .. 
15-a 
road. The Canadian company immedia-taly brought an injunct-
ion suit against the Union Pacific H.ailway Company, Eastern 
Division to stop_ the issue of the bonds a.nd for a. compulsory 
process to force the defendants to restora their privilege 
of building the road under the old contract •. The suit 
was finally heard in the United States oourt by Associate 
Justice Miller, at Keolruk• Iowa, who rendero,d ·a d~oision 
5 
adverse :to Ross, st~ele and Oompan~,_ Hal_lett now. had a 
free hand in the construction of the road; how well he 
accomplished his task· remains to bo seen. 
One of -the first things_he did was to eliminate Leav-
enworth as a starting point for tha_ma.in lino. To understand 
this it vrill be necessary to review for a moment the early 
legislation regarding the road, 
~~~-~--~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~---~---~~~~~~~-~~---~~~~~~~~-. ~ 
5, K. s. H. c. , Vol. 11, page 535., footnote. 
The territorial act of 1855 authorized the Leavenworth, 
Fawne~ and Western.Railroad Company to build a road from 
the west bank of the Mi.ssouri river, .in the town of 
Leavenworth, and thence west to Pawnee, with the privilegg 
of going on. to the western bounda:t"yof the territory, which 
a-t that time: was the Rocky Mountains., Complications 
ensued when the Federal Act of 1862 was, passed, which 
authorizect.. this company "to construct a road from the 
. . 
Missouri river~ at the mouth of the K~nsas riv~r, on the 
south side. thereof, and then to· connect \Yi th the Pacific 
Railroad .·o.f MissourL at a ppint on the one hundredth: 
meridian." Leavenworth was now in a dilemna, controlling 
as she did~ the policy of the Le.avenworth, Pawnee and 
6 
Western Railroad Company, which was now by act of Congress 
expected to construct the road across Kansas. The 
qµestioh.was how to survey and build the road from the 
mouth of the Kansas river westward, by the natural.route up 
the Kaw valleY.Without ruining the commercial future of. 
Leavenworth and at the same time giving all the advantages 
to her hated rival, Kansas·City* then beginning to grow 
up; aD.d known as Wyandotte.. Moreover,:: Lawrence and Topeka 
6\ "Thirty Years in Topeka" by F ~· w. Gile·s, p •. 274-77. 
16 
• 
i ' ' ~ ; 
,1.' 
fart~er up-the river· would also receive an immeniate· 
,., 
stlmuil1s if the road followed the. natural route·._ 
} ' ·~ ~ 
Lawrence and Topeka wene wisely not p~tting too much . 
. ·, 
trust in the design's"-of Leavenworth., how.ev~r promising 
1··1 ,., 
• ' 4, ',. .. • '• . '•'-
they seemed;. b'ecause Leavenworth:. might be able to per--
suade the' company to so locate the road as not to 
,t t ;.• ·~ • 
benefit them in the least and what was more likely, to 
'• !"' - •tt•' 
;constru.ct ·it so as to ruin their commericai pro spec ts. 
'''1 
,, .. ' .·. '· ' •'• 
Consequently the three towns were more than willing to 
se~ d
1
~l-egations to Congress to set forth their respect- . 
i.ve cl~i~s·. ·The re·sul't of their concerted action was· 
I :· 
' ' 
the passage of the supplemental act of .Congress of July 
7. 
2, 1864. · ·.By this act, the company now organized as the 
. ' ... ; 
tinio~. Pacif:Lc Railroad Company, Eastern Division, was-. 
. ~ . ' ,. 
a:uthor.ized tt to' build the roa4 from the mouth. of the Kansas 
riv~r by. >way or' Leavenworth,, or, if that b.e not deemed 
the -~e-st. roU.t.e ~ ~hen the: said company shall, within two 
years~ build a railroad from the City of Leavenworth to 
\ ' . . ~ . 
•·'' 
unite with the main· stem at or near the City of Lawrence." . ~ 
. For this branch it'was provided that the -~ompany should 
re'ceiv~.: no ·b_orids from .the government. It ~1as also stip:--. 
----------------------------------------.-...~------
7~ ti. $. Statutes at Large. Volume 13,p361 
17· 
ulated that this road was to be buirt rr'by way of Lawrence 
and Topeka,. or on the bank of the river opposite said 
towns,. 11 
The people of Leavenwor.th were· by that time so sure 
that the company would make Leavenworth the eastern: ter~ 
inal of the line that they over-shot the mark,, so to 
speak. From the earliest settlement of the territory 
Leavenworth:. had been the chief milLtary d·epo.t for the west. 
Most of the emigrants going westward. stopped there for 
a few days before. proceeding on. their journey•- In the 
face of all these facts, it·seemed to the over-confident 
Leavenwor~h citizens that their town was the only possible 
eastern terminus of the road.. Consequently- they began 
demanding enormous prices for food, suppli.es of all kinds, 
and even for land.. The town, went so far as to vote banns 
for aiding the road but held them up until a certain 
8 
number of.miles of road should be completeQ. Hallett 
needed the money- badly, while his men could not afford to 
·- . 
pay the profiteering prices of the merchants.. He stood 
. . ~ 
i.t as long as he could and then, removed the company, "bag 
9 
and baggage" to Wyandotte, leaving Leavenworth. to. ponder 
8 .... Cruise P~- · 529. 
9.. Ibid • 
18 
over her downfa11- The question of how to build the .. road 
up the natural route, the valley of the Kaw,; ·was solved. 
If Leavenworth was included. on the route it would have to 
be on a branch lihe as provide~ for in the supplemental 
act of 1864-. · Subsequently,. work was resumed on the 
Leavenworth branch, June 26,, 1865 and completed. to 
10: 
Lawrence May 15,. 1866 ... 
The first_ ~ground was. broken at Wyandotte. in September 
1863·, .. when H.., H. Sawyer, foreman of the construction gang 
drove a post into the ground andplaced the word !slaveryn 
on the ~viissouri side and "Liberty" on the Kansas side. 
The work of gradin~ progressed: rapidly and on April 14, 
1864 the first rail was lai.d at the foot of Minnesota 
11 
Avenue, in Wyandotte·." 
\ 
From this time on Hallett pushed. the work of grading 
up the valley as rap:id1Y.7;·as possi.ble, and before the 
people of Lawrence or Topeka realized it,~ he had gfaded 
past Lawrence, missing it by about three mi.les ;. the grade 
going through the farm of Governor Robinson north of 
town. near the high bluffs of t~e river,~ while th_e sur-
12 
veyors had missed Topeka _by about the same distance •. 
10 .... '!,Thirty Years in Topeka" by F .vV. Giles, · p. 274-77. 
lL. Cruise P-·· 529. .. 
12 •. Life of General Jas. H. Lane_, ~y ·John Speer, p •. 272·. 
19 
Hallett argued, ih justification of this action, that 
the two towns iuere so far out of ·the direct line of the 
road that Congress would not grant the subsid~~s if he 
13 
should include them in_ the. survey. 
·The .controyersy WCl,~S taken to. the halls. of Congress, 
when: t!as. H. Lane 1 United States Senator,, from Kansas, 
drew up a. petition_ signed by thi~ty-six. senators and 
. endorsed by· Presi(il.ent Lincoln, asking that .the raad be 
locat.ed· so. as to include'. Lawrence and Topeka. The 
petition artfully mentioned the destructio~.of Lawrence 
by the reb.els :under Quantrill and therefore claimed. 
. 14 
:the esp~c1al protection of the gogernment for this town •. 
Hallett ignored the_ .Petition. and continued. firm 
in his refusal to include the two towns in the survey •. 
The route by «V'J.aY of. Lawrence would necessitate a con-
'\ 
siderable b.end .. in the road which would, of course, re-
quire: an added expense to the construction budget ... 
Therefore ,l Mr •. Ha·llett demanded a subsidy. of $300, 000 
~rem Lawrence and Douglas County before he would consent 
15 • 
to change the route. The people uf Lawrence wera 
terribly excited:ov:er the. injustice of the. proposed. route, 
. 13.. Ibid ... 
1.4._ Petition and signatures· are given in. full in 
Speer's~ "Life. of Lane" , p ·- 273. 
15. K. s .. H. c .. , Vol.~ 8, p •. 2.04·~ Address .by James C·. 
·Horton.. Hallett... was backeff in his subs·idy demand 
by D. Perry, th en Pres :l.den t of the road, who. was in. 
Washington~ at that time pushing tp.e demand before 
Congress •. 
20 
yet, .. they were so poor they could ill afford to pay,/ 
the sum demanded, torn and wreckecl as they.were ftiom 
the terrible massacr~ and dest~uction of the year before. 
Messrs. Hallett and Perry called on. Senator Lane soon 
after they had announced the subsidy plan, _and informed 
him that they had decided to remain firm on the subject 
and that unless the bonds were forthcoming they would 
• 
proceed up the valley along the route already surveyed~ 
It was on. this occasion that Senator Lane, who was sick, 
" '16 
is said to have made his dr.amatic speeclj., "Before you 
get a doll~r out of that burned and murdered town, you 
.will take? up every stump and every old log you have 
buried. in your grade to save money, and stone ballast 
. every rod to Lawrence; and even then, when you get your 
first subsidies,~, let Jim Lane know .u· Hallett and Perry 
' ' ' 
retreated for the time being, but made two more visits 
to Senator Lane in a vain endeavor to carry their point. 
17 
·on June 13 ,:. 1864, Hallett wrote a· letter to. Senator 
Lane· in which he said,· "An inquiry into the wishes. of 
.' . ~ . . . 
our government and the f~cts· in the case has induced· me 
to adopt your suggestion in. locating 1-he main line of the 
Union. Pacifi.c Railroad, Eastern. Di.vision,~- so that it 
. . 
shall ap~roac~ the Kansas river a~ ~e ne~rest~~~~~~~~~~~e 
16 •. Life of Jas. H,. Lane, by Spe.er, P.• 275· 
17. . Ibid. 
21 
18 
:Rbints· o:pposite Lawrence and Topeka•·" On the same 
d·ay- he wrote. a letter to his brother, John L. Hallett, 
in charge of the construction. wo!'k in his absence, 
directing him to locate the road "as near the bank 
opposite Lawrence as good depot grounds can be· found." 
Senator Lane had. now redeemed his campaign.: pledge to 
19 
run the railroad into Lawrence. No specific reason 
for the sudden. change of plan was advanced, but it is 
highly possible that the company, realizing Lts 
dependancy upon the government for land grants and· bond 
issues, ·vias unwilling to further antagonize Sena tor 
Lane arid through him the other members.of Congress. 
·work went on rapidly aft er the disposition of 
. ' 
the Lawrence-"Topeka controversy~ Hallett sent out 
invitations. to. prominent men all over the country to 
attend the opening ~of the first forty miles of rail-
·road from the mouth of the Kansas river, westward," 
' 20 
:&e--ee held on August 13, 1864. This celebration vms 
.. 
18. The original survey had missed Topeka but had gone 
through Indianal~, a tiny town in Jackson. County,· 
The few tovm people were enthusiastic and. immed-
iately: close~ a contract for ties for the road. 
22 
The ties were prepared and even delivered, when work 
·suddenly ceased.. In a short ime the people dis-
covered. that the survey was to be. changed and to 
be run through Topelca... Not to be the losers,; by 
th.is change of plan, the people recovered the ties 
and moved the town to Topeka,: using the ties in 
building new corn cribs~. K. s;;_ H.. c., Vol •. 12; p •. 428 •. 
19.~\ K •. s. H. c .. ,,. Vol." 8, p. 204•.· Address by Jas. C.Horton •. 
20. His letter can be found in Vol .. 11,K.S.H.C.,p.537. 
.never held. .secti"on three·,_, of the act of 1862. had. 
stipulated. that a repo.rt must. be- made to the President 
·o.f the United States: of the construction work for every 
forty consecutive miles, before the issue of bonds and 
subsid'i.es Yrnuld be. granted. In accordance with this 
clause,! the Chief Engineer, Mr. O ~· A. Talcott reported 
to President Lincoln that the forty miles in question 
were too poorly built to meet the government Eequire-
ments for the subsidy_ Hallett was in Washington when, 
the engineer's report was received. The report so 
angered him_ that he immediately wired his brother to slap 
Talcott the next time he came into the office at Wyan-
dotte. It seema.that his instructions· were literally 
carried out, with. the result that Talcott, seeking revenge 
for this insult, shot and killed Samuel Hallett on July 
21 
2:7, · 1864 ,~ at· 1Hyandot t e •. 
Unfortunate· as was the death of Hallett it relr!eved 
the company of an embarrassing situation. The poorly 
constructed road had to he repaired: in order to meet the ' . 
government dem~nds. The cor:itract was immediately let to 
Messrs. Shoemaker, 1vii1ler and Company, of Ohio (now 
extinct} who built the road as far as Sheridan, on the. 
east bank of the : Smoky.'· Hill river, in LC?gan County, 
Kansas, reaching there about July 1868. Under the able 
-~--------~------~--~----
21.~ Cruise, p. 537·. 
23 
24 
d_irection of Robert H •. Shoemaker,, the affairs of the. 
company· were: soon straightened out and the remainder 
of the r6ad wa~ built with little of the former diffic-
ul ties which had been encountered: by the early. contractors. 
From Sheridan to Denver the road was built by· the 
22 
railroad company itself. 
A brief ·survey of the work accomplishe~ so far, 
vv-ill help to keep in: mind the general progress of the 
road. November 26:"' 1864 1 the last rail was laid into 
Lawrence, two days later the first excursion train wa·s 
·run from Kansas City to Lawrence;. and on. Dec •. 19 of 
that yea~ Lawrence received her first'regular train serv-
23 
ice.· On Jan~ 19 of the following year, the Kansas 
legislature adjourned to take an excursion trip ovet the 
new road from Topeka to Wyandotte and back again.. In-:-· 
as-much as the road was.not yet built from Topeka to 
Lawrence the legislators had to. make the trip from .To.pelta 
24 
to Lawrance in wagons and .on horseback, which no doubt 
se-rved to. make them all the more appreciative of the .. 
new. luxurious mode of travel. It v1ill be remembered 
that work on the Leavenworth-Lawrence branch began on. 
22. Ibid. 
23. Ibid. 
24·. K •. s.H.c., Vol~- 9,. P. 365,. Art._ 11 Kansas State 
···--, Senate of 1865-1866 n by Edward C .. Manning •. 
·June 26,, 1865 and on. October 30,r- 18.65, _President Johnson 
accepted the first forty miles of the road. By ~an •. l 
1866 ,, regular passenger trains were runni}fg into Topeka; 
and on.. May 15, the LeavenVJorth-Lawrence branch. \Vas 
25 
finished. 
The supplemental act of 1864 provided :that in. case 
·the Union. Pacific H.ailroad Company should not have.built 
the road throu0h. Nebraska to the one hundredth meridian 
by. the time the Union Pacific, Ea·stern Division reached 
said point, the latter company was authorized to build 
the road westward- until it met the Central Pacific of 
Cali.fornia. It further provided that "any company author-:-
ized by this act to construct its road and telegraph lin.e 
from th~ Missouri river to the initial point, aforesaid,· 
may const·ruct Lts lines so as to connect with the Union 
Pacific Hailroad at any point westwardly of such initial 
point, in case such company shall deem such westward 
connection. more· practicable and desirable •11 But in case 
the company changed their route they wer .. e to receive no 
more government aid than i_f they had connected· with the 
26 
Union Pacific at 11 initial point 11 as before· provided. 
25 .. K. S. H. C., Vol.. 11;, i). 540~ - footnote. 
26. See act of July 2, ·1864_ Sect •. 12, p. 361. U. S .. 
Statutes'at Large,· Vol- 13. 
25 
In 1865,'.. the Eastern Division Company authorized 
a careful_ survey of both the old route up the.north fork 
of the- Republican river and a nevi one up the valley of 
the Smoky Hill river. The result of the survey \Vas only 
to confirm what had already been suspected, namely, that 
the Smoky Hill route was approximately 150 miles shorter;-
the grades were easier by 25% and the line was almost a 
direct one. In addition to these advantages, the Smoky 
Hill route· lay thvuugh a much more fe:ttile country than 
the old routa and was therefore capable of sustaining a 
27 
much la:rger· population.~ 
Ih the; course of a years time it' became evident 
that the.Kansas road would not beat the Nebraska road to 
the initial point on the one hundredth meridian and so 
would lose the privilege granted by the Act of 1864r of 
building the line.westward~ So, lacking the incentive 
to build the road in this direction the company decided to 
build the road directly west, as· they were likewise per-
mitted to do i~ they deemed it the. best p~an~ However, 
when the company made application. to the Secretary of 
the Interior to file _the map of the new route, they met 
all kinds of opposition, to the effect that since· the 
27. Clipping from the "Missouri Democ~at 11 for Julyl,l 
1866 .•.. on :file in K •. s. H-. L ... , Topeka. 
26 
formerrPresident of the road had filed maps· designating 
the Republican valley route the present President could 
. . 
not legally change the.route without further legislation • 
. ' 
rn the fight over this legislation an interesting bit 
of political intrigue has come to light~ 
Mr •. S. C. Pomeroy, United States· Senator from 
Kansas,< was also president of the Atchison and Pike's 
Peak Railroad Company. Mr •. Pomeroy had secured for his 
own·road an immense subsidy consisting of.over.i?l,~600,00.0 
besides a large land grant, and was therefore in no mood 
t~, see the un'ion Pacific, Eastern. Di vision change its 
:· . 
route and build directly westward to the mountains, there-
by reducing the pro~pectS' of his ovm road. He raised 
' . . 
such stron~ objections to the filing of the survey"that 
the Secreta~y of the Interior decided to refuse the 
' .. 
Eastern Division people that privilege.~ ·The question then 
went to the Attorney General who handed down the opinion 
that the supplemental act of 1864 had ~expired by limit-
' ~ at ion!'· since so .1ong a time .?-a~ elapsed_ since the passage. 
of the act 'and .the attempt; to file .the surv~y showing a 
change.of route. Mr •. Perry, the· new president of the 
road, then ttlrned his attention toward getting a new act 
passed. Senator Pomeroy, in order to defeat the bill 
proposed. to amend the act and give a fresh subsidy of 
27 
money to the road. In-as-much a·s the Senate· had . de-
termined to make no further money grants during that 
se~sion.of Congress the object of his amendment was 
obvious~ However, .his ~lan was defeated and the bill 
went to the House. It was referre~· to a committee which 
was. unable to ,agree,; after a tie vote. President Perry 
was thoroughly discouraged but determined to try once 
more to get the bill through., This time he was success-
ful and by a two~thirds vote _he succeeded in getting 
the bill out of the hands of the committee and on the 
28 
Speaker's tab~e. The passage was the~ ~ssured. 
The act as'passed July 3, 1866, released the 
company from following the old route up the north fork 
of the Republican: river and authorized them to file a 
map showing the general route of the road which, of 
. 29 
course, was to be the Smoky Hill :valley route. 
The original intention of the Eastern Division people 
was to build the road west, probably to Denver and t~en 
turn southwest through.New Mexico andArizona and then 
--------------~----~-~~~· 
28 •. An account· of this proceeding is found in the 
booklet entitled "Poli ti cal .Record of S. C. Pomeroy" 
composed of newspaper clippings· of his recor~ in 
the Senate •. PP.• 25-27 ... 
29... U. S. Statutes. at Large, Vol- 14,~ p. 7.8. 
on to the southern part of California via the thirty-
fifth or;·thirty second ·parallels~ But before this 
project could be·· successfully carried out, the company 
needed more government aid;. . Ori' February::.~25 ,:· 1868, 
President Perry wrote a letter to Lieutenant Heneral 
W •. T. Sherma~n in ·which he explained the change of route 
and regarding a new appropriation by Congress, ·said,1 
"The subject is respectfully submitted for your con-
. . 
sideration, with the hope that you will esteem it of 
such advantage and importance toh· the government as ta:~ 
induce you· to recommend and adv.ise the desired action 
. . 30 
by Congress." 
March 4·, 1868, Lieutenant-General Sherman wrote a · 
letter· in which he recommended that government S.id be 
'·given·the Union Pacific, Eastern Division, in order 
that theymight extend their road. This ·letter was 
turned· over to the Cammi ttee on Military 'Affairs'.· which, 
:therelllpon:made an investigation of the matter. They 
re~orted that the Eastern Division toai had saved the 
government $846P 382.82 during the year 1867. That 
-----------------------------~----------------
30. Executive Document, No. 222, ;House of Represent-
atives~ 1867-68. 
sum was saved by. the gover!lIIlent on the_ road already 
constructed. B~yond, the point whene they govern-. . .. '•' 
ment subsidy ended, the: committee ~ound that_military 
suppl.Les~ had to_ be transported by wagon ta. Albufiuerq:u,e, 
the distributing_point·for tro~ps in New Mexico, at. 
a cost of $85~, ?BO per year. Transportation of other 
suppl1es amounted to $231, 992;; thus making an annual 
' ' ,• , i 
saving to the government of #I,083,,872 if the road 
was extended. The commi.ttee named nume~ous other 
savings that would be made were this road given the 
' 31 
desired. aid. 
December 1, 1868, Mr. ~Vm. ·J. Pal!Iler, manager of 
surveys f~r t~e Kansas Pacific, made his report on 
the projected routes. A brief resume of his report 
'.; '-
is of interest, at this point, if for no other reason 
than to show the sincerity of the plan. The object of 
' ' ' .( ·. . 
this.~xtended investigation was to find the b~st ·r6ute 
'" . 
to the Pa6~fic Coast 1 along' a southern parallel 
through New Mexico .. and Arizona.-.. They bEigan at Fort 
Wallace, in western Kansas, in July 1867 and· reached 
------~--~~-~--------~----~~-
31.~ Ent ire report is found in "Kansas Pacific Railway" 
by Wm. J. Palmer, PP• 237-239. 
Albuq~erque ;.on the Rio Grabde by October 1 .... ·westward 
from the.Rio Grande, two. routes wer~ followed, the 
35>and·32 para:llels to the Sierra Nevada in California 
and from there to the coast, at San Francisco: and 
San Diego. Other surveys were made branching from these 
main lines; but the conclusion finally reached was that 
the 35 .parallel. ·route had more advantages than did the 
32 
32 or "Gila Route"~ 
Had·. the. dfficia.lsi been~.able _to carry:·oµt their plan, 
the Eastern~Di~ision;road would have been a ·main line 
road and a. strong competitor of the Union Pacific 
instead of a branch road as intertded by Congress. In. 
spite .. of the many favorable reports· which poured into ~ 
Congress, the scheme was prevented and by the Act of· 
March 3., 1869., the Kansas· Pacd.fic was authorized ·to 
build to Denver and there join· forces with the Denver 
Pacific to Cheyenne •. 
The work of construction had progress~d rapidly 
.. 
and by November.lo,· 1866; passenger trains were running 
~~~~·---------~-~-------~--
32 •. Ibid, pp •. 1-195. 
into Junction City •.. SaTina waiS' reached April 2.9 ,; 1867 
a·nd on March 4, .. 1868 the Kansas· Legislat-µre adjourned. 
· to take· their second excursion trip,, this time. to Hays 
City a distance.of 221 miles from Topeka. The road. 
reached_ Denver, August 15, .1870, a distance of 637 
33 
··miles•- May3l, lff68 the company changed the na.me of 
I 
the,road to the °Kansas P?-cific Railway Company" .. Th.is 
name was formally recognized_ by a joiµt resolution of 
34 
Congress· on .March 3, 1869. 
March 3, IE3-69,;1 Congress p~ssed an act authoriz-
ing t.he Kansas· Pacific Railway Cmmpany to contract.with 
the. Denver -Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company· of 
Colorado for the 11 con,,struct.ion, o1)eration and maintenance 
of that part of ita line. between Denver City and its 
-----------~~~--·~~-
33. K. S .. H. c., Vol~ 11, page 540, Cruise~ There seems 
to be an. irregularity in the. dates given for the. 
opening of the road to Denver.. Wilder's Annals 
· gives· the date as Sept. I, 1870;. Cr~isa (above) 
also mentions this date. It is probable that this 
latter date refer~.to the opening of the road for 
general traffic while the date Aug. 15 is t.he one 
'°on which- .the first train was run into Denver. I 
.. am furth~r inclined to accept· the August date from 
the· fact that the pamphlet issued by the U. P. Ry. 
in.1919-gives this date (P..20) and also the book 
by Mr. Willard, on the Greeley Colony (p •. 11, introd-
uction) .• 
34 •. U. S. Statutes at Large, Vol.~ 15, p. 348. 
point of connection with the Union Pacific Raimroad, 
which point shall be at Cheyenne~" It further provided 
that for this connecting line from Denver t9 Che~enne 
the company should be allowed to mortggge this section 
of the road provide~ they did not e~cee~ $32,.000 pe~ 
mile.. Both companies v1ere granted ·alternate sedtions 
of land a~ong-their respective·lines of road, provided 
: . . 35 
no subsidy in D. S. bonds was ,asked for~ 
The roa~ fro~ Denver to Cheyenne was built and 
. ' 36 
opened for traffic June 22, 187?, and by the close 
of the year a well ·regul_ated passenger service was in 
o~eration from Kansas City to Cheyenne. 
·In tracing the development of the road in 
connection with its legislative history the land grants 
and bond issues of Congress have necessarily been · 
-----~-~----~~~~--~-
36. Willard, p. 11. The Denver Post for July 19, 1870, 
gives a. brief account of the completion of the road. 
It tells of a race between the Denve..r Pacific and 
the Kansas Pacific to see which would.reach Denver 
first. The Denver Pacific won.;} the first train 




omitted. However, a;s the work progressed the committee 
appointed by the President examined each section and. 
upon+ the President ls, approval of their report bonds were. 
----------
37. A fuller discussion of the. sale and settlement of 
these lands will be found in the following· chapter. 
Perhaps mention. should be made at this point of 
. certain laws· passed by the state of Kansas· from· 
time_to time for the purpose of aiding railroad· 
building within the state. In 186.4, the Legislat-
ure of Kansas passed an·act authorizing the county 
of Wyandotte to subscribe ~?100, o:oo of stock in 
the Union Pacific, Eastern Division, These bonds 
were to be issued signed by the Presid~nt. of the 
board of county commissioners, payable twenty years 
from date and bearing 7% interest provided the . 
compan~ would bu~ld a line from the main line of 
. ·the road,'.. on the· north bank of the Kansas river 
across the levee in the city of Wyandotte, etc •. 
·to the Missouri river. (Laws of.Kansas, for 1864, 
p· •. 67) 
: In 1868,. a law was· passed authorizing counties and 
cities, to issue bonds to railroads passing· through 
or near their localities.. (Laws of Kansas for 
I86B) 
A similarilaw 'Somewhat amendatory in character was 
passed in 187·ff.. (Found in Laws for Kansas for 
1876., p. 781) 
issued and .. lands ordered to be set aside for the company •. 
It is not an exaggeration, I think, to say that 
few people realized the vast importance and significance 
of the completion of the road. Few realized that the 
S'})anning of the wide prairies from the Missouri river to 
the Rocky Mountains was no longer a fantastic dream but 
an actual fact. There were many vYho yet predicted 
failure.for the enterprise. But, the Civil War was 
over and the country was eagerly turning once more to 
a commercial life. Frontier expansion was again to 
be the wa~chword but without the curse of slavery as 
a prime motive for the development of new territory. 
'' ; 
The East and West were at last connected by a great 
continental line and in an ind±rect way the South was 
to be drawn into the netv.rork of cormnercial activity 
through tthe:·::Oa;l.ifornia Central Railroad which vwuld dr'aw 
., 
~ consierable portion of southern territory for its 
tr~ffic. 
In 18?3, the company made a default i~ the payment 
of interest on its bonds and it.was pla~ed in t~e liands 
0£ a receiver. Its affair~ were reorganized in 1879 
and the receiver d~ischa~ged. The __ final chapter in the 
his.tory of the road was written when the Kansas Pacific, 
the Denver Pacific, and.the.Union Pacific were consol-
idated under the name "Union Pacific Railway Company" 
38 
on January 24, 1880 .. 
Poor'.s Manual of Railroads· gives a complete state-
ment of the finances· of the road at the time of th~ 
~onsolidation from which.the following paragraph is 
39 . 
quoted._ u The company was reorganized in May, 18?9. · 
\Vhen. the entire:; funded debt .was· consolidated and a new 
mortgage created of $30,000,000, the bonds of which 
are to bear' the date May 1, 1879 and are payable May 1, 
1919. Of these bonds, $24,000,000 are to be used ex-
clusively for conversion and cdnsolidation of.the out-
standing funded debt (except· that ·due the U·. S.) The 
funded debt prior to reorganization amounted to $22, .. 130,100. 
The funded d.nterest equaled ~p302, 400 on· the Eastern 
Division, ~ii94,5.00 on the Leavenworth branch, $1,004,692\50 
~ on the D?nver Extension, $23Q,OOO on the first land 
grants and $236.212 on the second land grants. Also due 
~~---------------~~ 38 •. A. T .. Andreas, p. 246. 
39. Vol~ for 1880, p. 947. 
3.7 .. : 
interest on. o.ther coupons amounting to upwards of $2,0001 000 • 
. The interest on funding mortgage ~ands reduced Jan. 1, 
1879 from 10% to 7%. The consolidated mortgage co~ers 
the entire property of the company of every description." 
The number of shares in the Union Pacific was 
' 
367,623, in the Kansas Pacific 100,000, and ih the 
Denver Pacific 40,000, making a total of 507,623 shares 
40 
of stock valued at $50,762,300. A heated controversy 
arose ever the issuance of the new shares. The value 
of the Kansas Pacific stock and .that of the Denver 
Pacific had .been compared to that of the Union Pacific 
stock. June 5, 1878,. Jay Gould had gained control of 
the Kansas Pacific and soon after he bought a controll-
ing interest 'in the Denver Pacific. At the same time, 
Mr. Gould was also a director in the Union Pacific. 
Most of the Union Pacific men favored consolidation 
but were unwilling that the cheaper stock of the Kansas 
Pacific and Denver Pacific should be exchanged for .shares 
in the new company at tl1e same ratio as their own stock •. 
40~. A. T. Andreas History ~f Kansas , p. 246. 
Gould naturally insisted that the stock be exchanged 
on an even basis, share for· share. After considerable 
delay hir. Gould forced the other directors of the 
Union Pacific to come to his' terms by the simple :exped-
ient of buying the Missouri. Pacific railroad and then 
threatening to build the Kansas Pacific west from 
Denver to Salt Lake City thus maldng connection with the 
California Central Pacific. Had he been forced to 
6arry out his threat he would thus have had a trans-... 
continental line that would have ruined the Union Pacific, 
41 
which could not have comp~ted with it. 
41. J. P. Davis, Union Pacific Railway.p. 233 •. 
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Part 111-
The Influence of the Kansas Pacific on the- settlement 
of Kansas. 
Ih the· precedib.g_·pages I have traced. in a brief 
way the history of the Kansas Pacific Railro~d Company 
from its beginning as a territorial project to its 
consol'idation with the Union Pacific Railway company 
in 1880. I have pointed out some of the chief diff-
iculties which confronte~ the officials of the company 
in'their attefupts tQ construct the road. But, one of 
the most important phases of the building of this road 
across Kansas remains to be discussed,· that is the 
inf.luence of the Kansas Pacific in the· coloni.zation 
of ;Kansas. 
I am inclined to think that the influence of 
the Kansas Pacific railroad as a factor
1
in.t~e ~ettling 
of Kans.as has not been fully appreciated by the gr.eat 
majority of pe_ople. Governor John A. Martin., a well .. 
known Kansas man of the period, said, 11 Kansas hardly 
began to grow until 1865 when the home~returnihg soldiers 
I 
and the railroads came together .............. •·-··· •. The develop-
ment of Kansas during these two. decades chall~nges 
l 
comparison with that of any country in_ the world~" 
-------------------,--..---------------------
' 
1 •.. Addresses by J. A. :Martin, pub. 1888·, p. 97. 
It was the railroad companies which advertised the 
wonderful resources of the state and which held out 
such splendid inducement~to the immigrant to settle 
along the right-of-way. 
At this time .the Union Pacific \Vas building west 
from Omaha, as 1,ve have already seen,,.: and was filling 
up the land with home-seekers. Other roads ware doing 
likewise but the Kansas Pacific was by far the most 
2 
important of the branch roads in this respect. I do 
not want to leave the erroneous impression that the 
Kansas Pacific v1as the only road that had ·land grants 
3 
or that took definite measures to settle their lands. 
2. History of the Union Pacific Railway,, by Henry 
Kirk e V:Jh it e , p • . 3 8 . . 
3. · K. S'. H. ~., Vol ... 11, p. 99--106 gives a good account 
of the early railroads in Kansas, and names the 
Kansas Pacific as the most important. The cycloped-
ia· of Kansas History p. 535-548 gives a good account 
of the road chartered by the Kansas legislature 
during the railroad building era... It quotes from 
Poor's manual of Railroads the following statistics 
regarding land grants of various roads in Kansas: 
"The Kansas Pacific received 6,0D0,000 acres; the 1 
Atchison, Topeka and Sante Fe, 3,00Q,000 acres~ the 
Missouri River Fort Scott and Gulf, 2,350,000 acres; 
the St. Iloseph and Denver,. l ,"700, 000 acres; the 
Missc.uri, Kansas and Texas, 1, 520., 000 acres;.: th.e 
Unionc Pacific (Southern Branch) 500,000 acres;, the 
4Q 
Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston 800, 000 acres; ? ( 
· the Union Paci fie, (Central Branch), 245, 166 acres;. . ........... ~,,,, 
making a total of 16 ,~115 ,.166 acres. 11 In a<!,.d.i-t-±011""'-'""_ .. 
to this the ·Kansas Legislature in 1866 ,..gtrve to certain 
railroad companies 500,000 acres of~nd given to 
the state. by the act of Sept.4, 18~. Besides these 
land grants many of the roads purchased large blocks 
of land at low price. For a list of these purchases 
But what I do mean ts that in-as-much as the Kansas 
Pacific was the first road to span the state from east 
to vrnst toget.her 1ivi th the fact that its route lay 
almost through the center of the st~te, therefore, its 
colonization efforts must be considered as a basis 
from which settlements spread both north and south 
from the line of the railway. The other roads coming 
later, found a trail blazed. before them. 
Reverting for a ~oment to the Act of Congress of 
July 1, 18£2, we find that the Leavenworth,, Pawnee and 
Western Railroad Company received .. five sections of land 
per mile on either side of the road for the building of 
a line from the mouth of the Kansas river to meet the 
4 
Union. Pacific of Nebraska at the one hundredth meridian. 
July 2, 1864, this act was amended so as to give ten 
sections per mile on either side of the road averaging 
12,800 acres per mile,which in the aggregate amounted. 
5 
to about 6,000,000 acres for the road i~Kansas. 
The change from the Platte river ,,_alley to the 
Smoky Hill route in 1865. has already been explained •. 
3.. continued. see above article. 
4. U. S. Statutes at Large, 1862, quoted above. 
5 •. u. s. Statutes at Large, 1864, EiUoted above. The· 
Denver grant amounted to about 1,000,000 acres. 
(Given later • .). 
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The locatio~ of the Kansas Pacific up the Smoky Hill 
valley proved to be a wise selection in.-as-much as· it 
traversed one of the richest grain belts in the entire 
state. This stri.p of land knov:n as the uLimestone 
Grain Region 11 is about 40 miles wide rsaghing east and 
··.west through_ the center of the state. A writer in the 
New York Herald chanced to call it the 11 Golden Belt" 
region, and tlliis name continued to be applied, and the 
lands were thereafter designated as the "Golden Belt" 
6 
lands of Kansas Pacific. The wonderful value of these 
lands is· shown by the fact that in 1878 more than 40% 
of all the settlers who came to Kansas located in this 
7 
. region., 
Perhaps a few statistics showing the relative 
~roductiveness of this land as compared with other 
farming conununities will not be amiss and will show in 
a general way why so many immigrants located· in this 
area. Alfred Gray, secretary of the Kansas State Board 
of Agriculture,presents the following figures on the 
G\ 
I 
"Golden Belt" lands; /1875,Kansas produced 32~315,361 
bushels of wheat, ranldng first in. the Union as against 




eleventh in. 1877. Of that amount over 14,000,000 bushe~~, 
6. "The Golden Belt" in Fd>rest Culture pamphlet, p~.29 
in K. S. H. Library of Topeka •. 
7.... Ibid. 
over 45%, were raised in. the "Golden Belt" area.. These 
lands averaged 24 bushels of wheat to the acra while 
the average of the state was 17 bushels. In.1867, Kansas. 
' ranked 22nd in corn products·, in 1878' it ·rose to fourth 
place, having produced 89 ,.3ff4, 971' bushels... The "Golden 
Belt" Area of the Kansas Pacific produced 27,339,055. 
8 
or 31 % of the entire yield of the state. 
In most cases the popmlatiorr of a state bears a 
close relation to the number of miles of railroad built 
within its borders. As a general rule the country must 
be fairly well settled before the cautious financiers 
Yvill risk their capital in. building a railroad. ·Kansas, 
however,. proved to be the except ion. It is true, ot: 
course, that Kansas had afsqattered population and a 
few· struggling industries in the eastern part of the 
state, but she lacked the strong, vigonous colonies of 
9 
the East. The Kansas Pacific was the first railroad 
to be built through Kansas which .forged ahead of the ... 
· frontier settlements and continued across the prairies·· 
disregarding the sparsely settled conciLtion .of the 
·--------------~------------------
8. Ibid. 
9. "Railroads in. Kansas 11 by O. C. Hull in K .. S. H. C. 
Vol~ 12, page 42. 
country and its lack of commercial enterprises. 
The enormous amount of land turned over tocthe 
Kansas Pactfic by the acts of Congress of lff62 and 1864 
had · to be sold and immigrants induced to settle on. 
the land. All sorts· of advertising schemes were resorted 
. to by the company. "This advert.ising was done in a 
most systematic way and nothing was spared to achieve 
the best possible results. The officials of the road 
adopted a buffalo. head as their symbo.1, below the head 
was a shie1d of the Union Pacific overland route, below 
that was a well cut deers head with wide spreading 
antlers, the tips curving so as to embrace. the whole 
10 
·design •. This shield soon became prominent in Europ-
ean capitals, where enterprising agents of the company 
endeavored. to interest prospective colonists.. The 
representatives of foreign countries were invited to 
tour Kansas over the Kansas Pacific road, that they 
might be better able to recommend the lands of Kansas to 
11 
the home seeker in the new world. 
44 
In other ways the company was quick to take advantage 
of its land grants. They capitalized the fact that 
10. Union Pacific pamphlet - K.S.H •. Library·, Topeka •. 
11. History of Kansas by Noble .L ... Prentiss., P• .185. 
nearness· to. the lirrn of railroad meant qµick transport-
ation· facilities for the farmer which is a vital factor 
in successf_ul farming. The Kansas Pacific organized_ 
land excursions and sold 11 Land Exploration Tickets" at 
cut rates in the Salina general office of the land depart-
ment~ These tickets had liberal stop over privllige~ 
allowing the prospective settlers to stop along the line 
of the railraod and inspect the land~ They even went 
to the point of giving the buyer of 160 acres of land the 
amount of his ticket and if only 40 or 60 acres were 
12 
purchased, a suitable per cent was allowed. 
Another method of advertising used~ extensively and· 
very effectively was:_·that of displaying the products of 
45· 
the country in huge industrial expositions througho.ut _the 
United States~~ One such was hel?- in. the city of Cihcinnati 
in October 1879. The judges after awarding the gold 
medal to the Kansas Pacific display prepared a long article 
about the wonderful exhibit of the road., which was pub-
• 13 
lished. broadcast by the leading newspapers of the country. 
Other exhibits were prepared and sent out whenever an · 
opportunity for such occurred. This was one of the most 
--------------~-----~-~-~--------------~-----------
12. Map of the Great Vlheat Hegion.. published by the 
Kans ... Pacific Ry. Co. 1877. In K. S • H~ Library, Topeka. 
13. Union Pacific guide- published 1882 by U. Pac. Ry.Co •. 
p. 7. In K. S. H. Library, Topeka. 
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effective methods of advertising because it w~s most 
likely to catch the eye of the farmer. 
All these methods of advertising would have accomp-
lishe~ little had they not been followed up by a systemat-
ic organization which had for its sol{Purpose the sale 
and distribution of. these lands •. The lan~ department 
of the railroad assisted in the organization of the 
National Land Company. This company while under the 
auspices of the railroad company had a large amount of 
land of its own lying along the lin~ of the road. By a 
uontract, th~ Land company took over the agency ~or the 
6,000,000 acres of land granted the company· by Congress. 
In addition to this, the Land company controlled all 
railroad town sites on the Kansas Pacific from· Junction 
Citj-west~ard. The railroad agreed to giye reduced 
· passenger and freight rates to people who bought lands 
or lots of the Land company. This company also held 
the exclusive agency for the one million acres of 
... 
railroad land from Denver to Cheyenne.... The company 
established offices in all the large cities of this 
country and Europe as well ... They published an agriculture 
paper (quarterly) called "The Star of the Empire": which 
set forth the desirabilLty of the Kansas lands. 
Statistics show that for the year 1869. The~:Nati.onal 
Land Company sold over $1,000,000 worth of th~ rail-
road lands and. were successful in locating over 
14 
18,000 people on their lands. 
The following statement is taken from the Weekly 
Tribune of Lawrence, in i.ts issue of September 22, 
1870 :. ttResolutions were passed by the excursionists 
on the Kansas Pacific Railway through their chairman, 
S.H. Gay, Ipamaging editor of the Chicago Tribune,, 
Resolved:~ 'That we can conceive of no enterprise more 
important to the welfare of the Great West and con~ 
sequently to that of the whole country, than that 
which has been so successfully inaugurate_d by the 
energies and zeal of the Kansas Paoifi.c Railway Company •. 
Further resolved~ That the success of the Kansas 
Pacific Railway being dependant in a great measure on 
·the rapid development of the country i~ traverse.s, 
seems to be strongly aided by the plans and conduct 
of its energetic adjutj.ct the National Land Company 
----------~------------------~----------------~----~ 
14. Handbook for the Kansas Pacific Railway by Tracy. 
Published by the K. Pac. R. R. Co •. , St. Louis 
1879·. Also see tables in Appendix,population stat-
i.stics, etc. 
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which announces such provision for transportation and 
settlement of immigrants on the rich lands of Kansas 
15 
and Colorado •. " 
As a result of the combined efforts of the land 
department of the railroad toge1ther \vith the Land 
Company, above mentioned, Kansas received. the most 
extensive advertisement of any part of the United 
- 48 
Etates. This is bo~ne out by the fact that soon large 
colonies of foreign.ers began to arrive in Kansas and 
settle along the right-of-way of the Kansas Pacific~ 
·' 
In discussing the location of various colonies 
along the railroad one must not lose sight of the 
fact that many settlers came singly of their'. own accord. 
Hundreds of people came who had seen the advertisements 
of the company or had heard of the opportunities open 
to settlers, in this region. Of these, of course, 
there are no accurate figures;. but we· do have a very 
good account of the most important colonies settled 
... 
under the auspices of the railroad company. 
Little can be said of the settlement of _the 
Kansas Pacific lands from the eastern border of the 
16 
state west to Riley County•- Presumably the land 
---M-----~------------------------------------------------
15. Clippings- on file in the K. ·s. H. Library, Topeka. 
16. See t,~llie~ifor 1878 and 1882 on land sales in 
Appendix. 
was quickly disposed of without advertising as no 
accounts are found of colonies\ settling east o.f Riley 
County. In-as-much as Kansas City, Lawrence, .and 
Topeka were thriving border-towns· at'this·time 'it is 
likely that the land within reasonable~distance of 
them;. was soon bought by early settlers·. Richard L. 
Douglas has an article in Kansas: State Historical 
17 
Collection, on Railroads· and Manufactures in Kansas·. 
in which he mentions· particularly the growth of Kansas 
City as a result of its.location "as a gateway.to the 
southwest" and because of.'its railroad facilities. He 
49 
discusses· the rise of. Leavenworth, Lawrence and Junction 
I 
City as important tovms on the Kansas Pacific· due 
*· mainly to their location on this· road.· 
----------~-----------~--------~---------~-~--~-~-----:J.7. Vol .. 11, p. 84-121. 
* Western Kansas had not yet come,into prominence·as 
a great cattle country •. The cattle: industry was then 
carried on most extensively in_ Eastern an~ Central 
Texas,~ al though Colorado must be included in:. this 
section.. The Civil War closed the sout,hern states to 
·northern markets, consequent1y·enormous· cattle herds 
collected in Texas. llose·ph G. McCoy of' .. Springfield 1 ·, 
Illinois conceived the idea of driving these herd~ to 
the nearest railway point, which happened to. be 
Abilene, Kansas on the Kansas Pacific. The Kansas· 
qµaralht ine law of 1867 was so strict as to prevent , 
* footnote continued. -
cattle entering Kansas east of the 6th princi~aL meridian 
and north of township 19, except during January and 
February pf each year. In order to get around t.his, Mr. 
r~fcG'oy persuaded the Kansas Pacific to build a short 
switch just across this meridian. He then proceeded to 
inaugurate an extensive advertising campaign among 
Texas· cattle men, with Abilene as the vantage.point. He 
put up large cattle pens.and in every.way aided the new 
industry. Salina and Brookville. also came in for· a large 
part of this trade. The amount of business done and the 
importance with which the new industry was regarded by 
the railroad officiail.s· is best shown:. by two reports. 
(Bot~ on file in H. Lib~ary; Topeka.) The first is taken 
from the "Guide Book of the Great Texas· Cattle Trailn 
published by the Kansas Pacifi'c in. 1874~ "From the in-
ception of the business, the bulk of the cattle has taken 
'the trail for the Kansas, Pacific and its business has 
annually increased as per following table:.. 
tl~ ' ' . ' 
Total number of hear transported--in--1867------37 ,;400 
ti n II It ti II 1868 58 • 800 
tt ti tt " " " 1869 51,320 
II 11 ti ti II ti 1870 13l;;J560 
ti If 11 II II U 1871 161,320 
ff ti 1t II ti ti 1872 163J140 
II tt II If II ti 1873 164,820 
tt ti II ti II fl 
768,160 
These figures afford the strongest argument in favor 
of this route and show that its convenience and advantages 
have been found by experience sufficient to hold the 
trade against all competitors.~ · 
In 1870, t.he Fourth Annual Report ot the Railroad 
came out with the following statement:"The natural 
advantage of the routes from the cattle producing regions 
the. eastern and Central Texas to ·the line of your road, 
the abundance of water and almost unlimited-. supply of 
excellent grazing, and the freedom from delays and 
annoyance·s encountered by those driving stock through the 
s~~tled protions of the Indian Territory and Kansas will 
50 
* footnote continued. 
for many years, lead a large proportion of Texan stock, 
destined for eastern markets, to strike the line of road 
at Abilene., Salina and Brookville, and as settlements 
hereafter encroach upon these great routes, the tendency 
will be for ~hem:to~be moved to some point still 
further westward on the line, thus continuing to give 
this company the transportation of the stock. 
The experience of the past three years has demon~ 
strated that this company is practically without a rival 
for the transportation of Texas live stock. .The cattle 
from Western illeNas and Southern Colorado will hereafter 
reach the road at Carson and other points west." 
The Republican Journal, Lawrence, for Aug~ 2, 1870 
said the Kansas Pacific was shipping 50 cars of cattle 
per day and during September and October 100 cars per 
day. (1he material not otherwise credited on this topic 
will be found in IL S. H. Col"iect ions , Vol ... 9, p. 528 
and Vol. 11, p. 124.) 
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About tvrnnty miles north of Junction City and about 
eighteen.miles distant from the railway, in Riley County 
the ·Pov;ys· Welsh Colony was located. The Welsh. Land and 
Emigration Soctety of A~erica was chartered in.. 1870, with 
the object of founding a home for the farmers of Wales, 
who were being persecuted by the Tories. This corporat-
i.on fo.unded the Powys colony with the town of Bala as 
the center. In. 1872, Bala had a population of about 
400.. The teri tory occupi.ed by the company .was one of the 
best sections of the Kansas Pacific lands, traversed 
as . it was by several streams, Timber Creek,, :Madison Creek, 
and Wild Cat Creek.while the Republican river flowed about 
. ,18 
five miles to the westward~ 
Just over the line in what is now Clay County, . the 
railroad located in.August 1869 an. English Colony under 
19 
the name of the °Kansas Land and Emigration Company"· • 
. Mr. Wake who had control of t~1e project, had been endeav-
oring for several years to interest the~English people 
in Kansas lands and to induce the people of the British 
18. Weston 1 s Guide to the Kansas Pacific •. · Railway . 
pub. 1872 ,., p. 49.. . Kansas State Hi st. Library .. 
19. Emigrants Guide to the Kansas Pacific Railway Lands. 
pub. 1871, p. 17. K. S. H. Library, Topeka. 
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Isles to emigrate to the western states where wonderful 
opportunities avmi ted them. The Kansas Pacific offic-
ials hearing of his project soon interested him in their 
lands with the result that he purchased 32,000 acres from 
them and bro:gght about 200 families to the settlement. 
The town was name~Wakefield in his honor and is located 




Going south across the railroad into Dickinson County 
we find an Illinois prohibition colony located about ten 
miles north of Abilene, 'L'he Reverend w. B. Chri.stopher, 
Editor of the "National Prohibitionist" of Chicago organ-
ize~ and located this colony on ihe Kansas Pacific lands. 
The object of the colony was to fight the use of intox-
21 
icating liqµors~ 
Bordering Dickinson County on the west is Saline 
C~unty. Settlements made in Saline County overlap those 
of McPherson. C~rnnty. so that is, is almost• impossible to 
discuss them separately. , Hovirever ,.: as far as is practic-
ab~e the separate discussion will be followed:A.pproximate-
ly 180 miles west of Kansas.City, located about half 
20. Westons Guide - above- gives good account of this 
colony also •. 
21. Ibid - p. 56. 
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way.between. Solomon City and Salina is· the DOnmeyer settle-· 
ment. Louis Donmeyer the founder of the colony came 
from· Johnston, Pennsylvaniq,, in 1870... In a short time 
o.thers followed until in 1877 ·there was a" flourishing 
22 
colony e.long the right-of-way. 
One of.the earli~st settlements of foreig~ers was 
that made by the Swedes in. the southern part of Saline. 
and the northern part of McPherson Counties· about 1866. 
In April 1866., Gustaf Johnson of Hofva,, Vastergotland, 
Sweden. and eight companion~rove. from Junction City to 
the northe.rn part of McPherson County about where L:bids":'!'-· 
bo;£g now stands. The country appealed to them so 
strongly that the nine men each settled on a: quarter 
section of land near the Smoky Hill river, or to be 
23 
exact on the present site of Lindsborg.. . They went to 
work on the road bed of the Kansas Pacific as a means 
of getting money to carry out the improvements on their 
land. 
The second Swedish .. immigration..' took pl?l-ce about 
1868. A severe famine occurred in_ Sweden that year ---------- ________ , ___ ..._ __ ~-------.------~-------.----
22. Map of the Great VJheat Region - ,publi.shed 1877 •. 
·K~ S. H. Library. 
23. "Swedish settlements in Central Kansas" by Rev. 
Alfred Bergen, K. S. H. C., Vol ... 11, p •. 26~29. 
which forced large numbers of people to seek new homes •. 
Many families came to America.. In 1868, the Reverend 
J. B. MdAfee, adjutant-general of the state succeeded 
in getting a railroad rate of ~r?10·.50 from Chicago to 
Kansas City and a cut rate from Kansas City westward 
55 
for Scandinavians in Chi?ago. The fainine stricken re-
fugees from Sweden arriving by the hundreds took advantage 
d:liD these rates and came westward. Land was bought for 
.them in Hepublican, Jewell, Cloud, Mitchell, Ottawa, 
24 
Lincoln and especially Saline and McPherson Counties. 
In lf366 August Lindell, from Backeryo, Si_naland, 
Sweden. set sail for America. He was wildly enthusiastic 
over the possibilities for the poor man i~ the western 
part of the new world~ He first went to Galesburg, 
Illinois, then to Ohio and finally to Chicago. Here he 
organized the ttFirst Swedish Agricultural· Company" 
April 17, 1868.. rrtie original plan was to have a company 
of one hundred persons each holding 160 acres of land • • 
~ 
They decided to buy (not, of course, without judicious 
urging on the part of the railroad officials) 16,000 
acres from the Kansas Pacific. The men decided o~ a~ 
..... ------,--.-..---------------------------~--------
24. Ibid. 
location~ nine miles north and sourth and six miles east 
and west in- the southern part of Saline County and the 
northern part of McPherson..._ In June 1869, the Reverend 
Alof Olsson. of Persbug,, Sweden, accompanied by tvrn 
hundred settlers arrived in Salina. The charter of the 
company shows the number of acres of land to be "in the 
25 
aggregate 13,J68.B2 acres ........... ._ ...... ~- .. contracted for 
from the Union Pacific Railroad Company on the first day 
26 
of September 1868. Perhaps the best knovm of the 
Swedish colonies today is the Galesburg Colony organized 
in 1868 by the Rev. A. W. Dahlsten, pastor of the Luth~ 
eran church of Galesburg, Ill inoi.s •. They purchased 
trjenty-two. sec.tions of land in Saline and McPherson 
Counties to the north w.est of the Chicago colony.. Today 
they number about 20, 000 people. Lindsborg i.s the chief 
town with the tovms of Salina, Fremont, Sa1emsborg, 
Assaria, Falun, Marq}1ette and Smolan. alhovli:ggtthetr 
origin and development: to these colonies of Swedish. 
"7 
"' (...J settlers who located on: the Kansas Pacific lands. 
25 .. Lacking 3,000 acres of the amount they had intended 
to buy-which is probably accounted for by the fact 
that some of the settlers located outside of the 
company limits. 




About twenty two miles south from Salina the rail-
road company located another group of Swedish colonists 
from Illinois.. They founded the to\vn of Sweauale, about 
twenty tv10 miles from Salina on the Smoky Hill river .. 
. Nine miles west of Salina on the line of the railroad 
is the Bavaria colony, from Ohio. The railroad company 
29 
sold them a large amount of land •. 
In Ellsworth County the first county.,--o\6 which vrn 
have a record. is the Iowa- colony... The railro§id sold them 
a large amoun.t of land. and in 1871 th.ey were ready to. 
30 
leave for their new-homes. 
The commonweal th., publis.hed at Topeka in the issue 
of March 26:, 1876 mentions a colony from Ind1\ana',.Which 
31 
had located on the Smoky Hill river in. Ellsworth County. 
May 12, 1874 , .. Franc is J .. · Svrnkla arrived in Ellsworth 
County looking for a suitable place to found a Bohemian 
settlement. After looking at various locations he-
28. Emigrants Guide to Kansas Pacific Lands. p •. 18, 
K. S. H ... Library,, Topeka. 
29. Ibid 
30. Ibid. 
31. Files, K. S. H. C. ,. To:peka. 
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decided to locate ·at Wilson, Kansas at that time called, 
"Bos:iand}/"- by the Kansas Pacific officials. On May 16 
he made the first homestead entry ever made in the 
Salina land office. The railroad company came to' the 
rescue of the farmers who had lost their crops, from the 
grasshopper depredations of August, 1874;9y supplying 
them with seed wheat and rye, allowing them ~ne year in . 
which to pay the loan. Settlers hearing of this soon 
began to come from all directions~ The Kansas Pacific 
lands were sold at an average of five dollars per acre 
in this district. By May 1877, all government land had 
I 
been taken. and the best of the Kansas Pacific lands.were 
sold. In 1882 or 1883 the kansas Pacific granted the 
1 
catholics' of the co 1 ony enough land. on which to build · 
a church- This Bohemian colony flourished and is still 
32 
in existence. 
In Ellsworth County there was also a large and 
thriving colony of Germans; No town appeared ~o be a 
• central one for them, rather they seemed to be farmerg 
33 
interested in stock raising in particular. 
32. "Bohemians ·in Central Kansas" by Francis· J. Swekla~ 
K. S. H. C. 
33. "Union Pacific Guide 11 -·IL S. H. C., Topeka. 
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In Lincoln County which lies directly north of 
Ellsworth we find the German colonists settled around. 
Sylvan. Grove~ These people come from Hanover and have 
proved themselves very industrious fariners... At the 
time of settlement, however, many of them were so poor 
that they had to depend on the railroad for work as 
section. hands in order to get enough money to stock their 
34 
farms. · And judging from wages· paid common: laborers 
in those days, it must have been a long, weary task 
tr~ring to save enough mo:aey from their pittance to pro-
vide for a family and at the same time stock a farm. 
The next county is Russell County and here the. 
Kansas Pacific probably made the largest number· of settle-· 
ments that was made in. any county in which they had l'and 
grants~ One 6f the earliest of which we have authentic 
records was the colony from Berea, Ohio which located 
around the new tewn of Bunker Hill.which is directly on 
the line of the railroad in Russell County. This colony 
brought .along all .n.ecessary supplies such as· horses, 
35 
farming implements, and even lumber for their houses. 
34. "German Element in Central Kansas" by Jacob C. 
Ruppenthal, K. S. H. C., Vol-.. 13, ·Pp. 526-2·7 • 
35., "Emigrant Guide to K. P.H. R •. lands" K. S. H. L'.,, 
Topeka. 
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Representatives ·from Cumberland County, Penn. 
went over this ground "Shieh was being settled by the Ohi.o 
colony and were so well satisfie~with the railroad lands 
that they returned to Pennsyl v<:mia to organize an ex-
pedition with the object of buying ~,homes from the Kansas 
36 
Pacific. 
Ten miles east of the w~estern line of the county 
at Fossil Station, the northwestern colony laid out the 
town of Russell~ This colony had a well-developed organ-
ization consisting of a president, vice-president, 
secretary, treasurer and a general agent. I mention 
this organiz~tion feature particularly because the 
colonies in Colorado u~~d the syste~atic organization 
-scheme so much more than the Kansas settlements did. 
The men delegated by the company to select a location 
chose the Kansas Pacific lands as the best place for a 
future settlement. This w~s settled in 1871 or slight-
ly before. 
The National TempeTance Colony under the same 
management as the Illinois Prohibition Colony in Dick-




Pacifi.c in 1872... This group. consisted principally of· 
settlers from states of Illinois, Ohio and the East-~ 
They planned to locate 'Somewhere. in Russell .Qoun~y ·on.: 
3? 
the railroad lands. 
Itwas at this time that the Kansas City Journal 
61 
of Commerce published the following statement rel~tirig 
to settlements in Kansas along the Kansas Pacific right-· 
38 ' 
of-:-way. "Much interest is now being manifes.tea.:_,-,_not 
only in' the eastern states, but also in Canada, England 
and Germany on. the subject of the Kansas Pacific.Rail-
way lands ~nd emigration thereto. The office· of Massrsi 
Harris,, Abram, .. abd Company, the companies general_ land 
_agents· at Lawrence, is flooded with letters. from· intend-
ing comers, .asking information. and expressing intention 
of coming in. the spring. As many as ten committees for 
the location of large colonies from Ohi~, Wisconsin, 
Philadelphia and Tennessee have visited Russell County_ 
this fall... Nearly all the lands in clos~ proximi'ty to. 
the track have been taken up and settled.as far as:Ells-
worth 223 miles from the state line of Kansas and , . 
-------------~-~-. --.---------, ---------------. -. ---~--. --. 
37. Ibid. 
38. On file in K. S. H. n., Topeka. 
Missouri and the land in Dickinson and Saline Counties 
put on the market'.a little more than tvlO years ago at· 
three dollars per a~re is now selling at from eight to 
ten dollars ·per acre. Such has been the enormous rise 
in_ values along thms road. Early last spritlg,· Judge 
Devereaux, the land commissioner of the company, had 
appraised ancl put on the market Russell County land at 
from two to four dollars per acre. At that time there 
was not a settler in the county. There are now (1872) 
four colonies settled there besides numerous farrners. 11 
Another Ohio colony settled ~etween Russell in 
Russell County, and VJal ters Station in Elli.s County,. 
~hile a colony from Connecticut settled just south of 
39 
- Bunker Hill •. 
A large number of German Lutherans from Russia 
located in the 'Southern part of Russell County along 
the Smoky Hill river, by themselves. Later, these people 
spread over the county in great numbers •• Lincoln township 
today is almost entirely settled by these ~o~k. The first 
40 
settlement was· made in October 1876~ 
----------~~---------------------------39 •.. Clipping from 11 The Commonwealth 11 , Topeka, March 26, 
1873- On file in K. S. H. Library, Topeka. 
40. Ruppenthal - K. S. H. C. ,_ Vol ... 13, p. 526. 
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The last colony in Russell Ci0unty of any importance 
is. the Pennsylvania Colony ·which extended into Ellis 
County. Little record_ of this.colony can be found other 
41 
than the general statement a~ to.its founding~ 
The next county is Ellis. The land grant to the 
42 
railroad in this county wa~ made in J866 • A good 
example of how important the railroad is·in the develop-
ment of a section of the country or of a town ~s the 
43 
case may be is that of Rome\and Fort Hays. Fort Hays 
was first located on. Big Creek, ... fifteen miles· below· the 
present site, but in June 1867 a flood came which 
destroyed ·the town •. A new site for the fort was chosen 
\ 
about one-half mile south of the present town of Hays. 
Hays City was laid out in_ June 1867, ti1e tovm of .Rome 
was founded, a mile west of Hays. For a time it looked 
as it it would o~tgrow ~ays City but the Kansas Pacific 
officials favored Hays and threw their influence to that 
41.~ U. P. Guide, Topelrn. 
42. K. S. H. C. ,.; Vol. 11, P. 576. Foo"tnote 10 says :.1 
The map of the new route, up the valley of the 
Smoky Hill river to Denver was filed. in tl1e U. S. 
land· offices prior to July 14, 1866~ 
43 .. Fo~t Hays \vas· o.riginally called Ft. El etcher in 
honor of ~he Gov~ of Missouri- name changed to. Ft. 
Hays, Nov. 11, 1866. 
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town with the result that Rome is now spoken of as 
one of the "lost towns of Kansas. t'- In fact it was probably 
44 
absorbed by the: town of Hays.' Fort Hays· was abandoned 
in November 1889 but the tovm remains. 
The· town of Victoria was founded by Sir George 
Grant an English nobleman who named it in·honor of Qyeen 
Victoria.He purchased. 25,ooo_ acres of land from the 
Kansas .Pacific for the founding of his colony in. 1872. 
He returned. to England to organi4e his project among 
the· English and Scotch farmers. In a comparatively short 
time the colony was established and became one of the. str 
. I 45 
strongest colonies in the county. 
During August 1876 a large body of Russians of 
German lineage, driven from their homes in southern 
Russia by an autocratic government, emigrated to Kansas •. 
They first inspected land around Great Bend and Larne.d 
but the price wa.s prohibitive (5 •. 00) and they returned 
to Topeka. There; they were meet by Mr •• a. Raede1he.imer 
of the Kansaa Pacific Company who took the men first t6 
Hogback, then to Catherine and finally to Herzog just 
acrass the railroad track a short distance from Victori-a, 
··------------------- -------------------
44. K. s ... H. c., Vol.- 11, p. 511. gives a good account 
o~"Old Fort Hays"by James H. Beach. 
45. From the Commonwealth March 23, 1873~ On file at 
To.pelrn. 
_A large number of emigrants soon arrived. Juge 9, 1879 
' .. 
~he Kansas Pacific Railway Company donated ten acres 
in the north\'\fest g;µarter Of section 7 for a catholic 
§ehool. and for a church. A number of these Russians 
went a few miles westward and founded the present town 
46 
of Munjor. Practically all of Ellis Cpunty, south 
of the Saline river is settl~d by Catholics~ as the 
colonies li~ted above show. 
A small settlement of Hanover Germans was made 
4?, 
near Walker, in Ellis County about this time. 
65 
A few of the German-Russian settlers above mentioned 
drifted· down into the northern part of Rush County, just 
over the line and setiled ~ear Liebenthal.. Schoenchen 
almost on the. line was founded by the ones who settled 
48 
near Liebenthal.. In Trego County, a colony from 
Chicago located the present town of Wakeeney directly 
on the line of the railroad about thirty miles west.from 
~~--~~~-~-------~-~~---------~-~-
46. , "German-Russian settlements in El~is County" by 
Reverend Francis L~ Loing •. K. S. H. C.,; Vol~ 11, p.494 
47. Ruppenthal, K. S. H. C. ,, Vol.~. 13, p. 49.4 etc. 
48. Loing --K. s. H. c., Vol. 11, p. 49.4, etc. 
The mast county of which we have any record of 
special colonization by the railroad is Gove County. 
Q~inter, the first station in the _co~ty w~s settled 
by Quakers·· fr0m the eastern part of Kansas who purchase.d 
. 50 
land from the railroad. 
German~Russians located near Grinnell in the extreme 
north-vrnstern part of the county on the line of the 
51 
railroad. 
The following extract presents one of tho yearly 
52 
reports of the land commission.er of the Kansas Pacific, 
taken at :random from nume:eo_us ones listed. The contents 
of this report show better than anything else the 
importance of the Kansas· Pacific Railroad in the settle-
ment of Kansas. 
K. P. Railway.Land Dept. 
66 
Salina, Kans~- Aug•- 26, 1878 .. 
In response to your request, I beg to h~nd you herewith 
a. statement, showing the original land grant, numbers of 
acres sold and land sales by thi~ company in ·each 
49.rl U. P. Guide,; K. S. H. Library._ 
50. Pamphlet 11 K.ansas 11 1; K. S. H. Library,, Topeka 
51 •. K. S. H. C., Vol .. 13, p. 527. 
52, K. s. Board of Agriculture Reports, for 1877-78 
page' 608. 
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county and the prices of the same. The operations of 
this department for 1878 are. given below. 
acres sold Jan. 1 to July 31- 156 ,,437 •. 96 
average price per acre --....:.------:....:.______ ~p3. 94 
number of purchasers---------------~- 897 
average acres 'to each-------------~-- 175 
Careful estimates, bas~d on official reports of several 
United States land offic~s covering our land grant for 
the first four months of the· present year and our own 
sales up to July 31 indicata a population of not less 
than 55, 000 pe9ple added to the region. tributary to the 
Pacific Railway during the ·first seven months of 1878,. 
and th~ fa~l business now opening promises ttill larger 
sales and additions to the population. The abundant 
crops of previous years in this part of Kansas have been 
crowned:. this year with havvests of unexampled abundance,: 
'' I "{ ~ ' ~ 
•''• .. ,/ 
wheat standing head and shoulders above everything else, 
with an average of 23} bushels per acre;. and farmers are 
53. Given in a separate report which is too long to 
insert here a-s much of it is a repetition of tables 
already given. See tab1e·D in Appebdix. 
67 
making more: money on this yield at 55¢ per bushel than 
54 
in previous years at 80~. 
Yours respectfully, 
S. · J. Gilmore, Land Commissioner •. 
The press references to Kansas Pacific lands were 
complimentary to say the least. In fact, the descript-
ions· are somewhat amusing to us today. Extracts taken 
from two or three of the leading newspapers of the time 
are significant.. The "Record of the Times", Wilkes·barre, 
Pa. said : 0 The Kansas Pacific Railway having the first 
land grant in the· state, it stands to reason they would 
have the best, as they had the whole state to.choose 
from". The 11 Times Journal 11 of St. Louis· had the follow-
ing :, "The. country along the route is one vast area of 
rich, undalating prairie, copiously f'r~nged--v1itht·timber 
and abundantly adorned: by living streams of water.. The 
marvelous growth of this country and its~magic development 
simply baffles astonishment and cholces down wonder. 11 
----------------~------------------------------~------~ 
54. Kansas State Board of Agriculture Reports, 1877 
p. 608. . . 
55. These clippings Jene collected. and put into a 
pamphlet entitled 11 Kansast1 by B.L.T.Bodine,. in 1879.~i. 
In K. s. H. Library, Topelm.· 
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The "Republicantt of Ivlt. Vernon, Ohio said:. 11 Central 
Kansas for a scope.of four hundred miles along the 
Golden Belt is not equaled for depth and richness of 
soil, splendid wheat and corn crops and r~pid develop-
ment by any western state, and the Kansas Pacific Railway 
is the key to i-ts prosperity.u Turning from these rather 
vivid expressions of popular sentiment to-that of an 
authority we find Mr. Frank H. Spearman in his "Strat~gy 
56 
of Great Railroads" has the following_ to say regarding 
the importance of the Union Pacific and its branches: 
"The Union Pacific played a part never to be forgotten 
69 
in the development of the West. It had opened to settlers 
vast regions of fertile country and brought a new world 
into touch with metropolitan centers and markets. In 
every section traversed by this earlruest transcontinannal 
line cities and towns had sprung up and prospered. The 
Union Pacific vms the west of our pioneer generation, and 
neither the J!lisfortunes of one nor the triumphs of the 
• other can be divorced·;~ indeed, the industrial and 
56 •· p. 53. 
intellectual prosperity of the west is bound up with 
the story of the Union Pacific.11 
70 
Colonization in Colorado. 
\Vhile the primary purpose of this paper is to show 
the relation of the Kansas Pacific Railroad to the 
colonization moverµent in Kansas, yet, it would not be 
complete without a brief sketch of the road and its 
colonization efforts in Colorado. Necessaril~, this 
phase of the subject must be limited owing to the 
scarcity of material available on the Color~do lin.es. 
1 
The Act of Congress of March 3,.1869, granted to 
the Kansas Pacific and the Denver Pacific alternate 
sections of land.along their respective·lines of road. 
This land grant amoY,nted to approximately 1,,000,000_ 
2· 
71 
. acres of land, for the Denver Pacific along whose right-
·of-way the greater part of the early settlements were 
located. This road was built up the valley of the South 
Platte which is one of the best agricultural parts of 
Colorado •. 
1. U. S. Statutes at ·Large, Vol_ 15, p .• 324. 
2. L·and commissioners Report for 1871 -- Kansas State. 
Historical Library. 
The discovery of gold in· Colorado in 1858 drew 
thousands of people to the mountain regions. A few of 
these people disappointed in not finding the haped for 
gold mine turned to the soil for a scanty living rather 
than~· tmdertake the long and hard overland trip to the 
East, where there·were no better farming prospects t~an, 
where they v;ere in Colorado. Na tu.rally, these people 
ignorant of irrigat~on processes, s_ought the most likely 
locations v1her:-e this would be: unnecessary. The region 
usually.chosen was· the South Platte country or along its 
many streams. Here as in. Kansas . th.e lack of railroad 
facilities. had checked th~ agricultural development of 
the country, for in those early days of frontier life 
·a trip across the Kansas and Colorado deserts· was 
fraught-with terrible suffering. 
By 1869 7 the lack .of railroad facilities was be-
ginning to be. remedied. That year saw the.construction 
work on_ th~ Denver Pacific Railroad from- Cheyenne to 
. . ' . 
'· ' 
Denver be'gun. and by June, 1870 Lt .was .finished. The 




The methods used by the railroad companies in 
Colorado wer~ in a great measure rep~titions of methods 
· ~lready discussed .in th~ preceding.pages. The National 
Land Company.as .in Kansas was· the leading factor in the 
colonization_ project of railroad lands~ October 29, 
186'9 the Denver Pacific closed a contract with the 
4 
Land·Company. Mr. William N. Beyers was general 
manager for Colorado and had .his land offices in Denver. 
In addition to the employment of the Land Company 1 s 
offidial paper, the "Star of the Empire", already re-
ferred to., thenRocky Mountain.:. News"'of Denver of which ---.....1. 
?3 
3 ... University of Colorado Historical Collect ions, vol .l 
Page 11 of introduction... I.t should again. be mentioned 
here that few authorities agree on exact dates for 
the completion and opening of these roads in Colorado. 
A pamphlet was sent to me by the Union Pacific Ry. Co. 
consisting of a brief sketch of the Union. Pacific 
roads, in which it gives the date ·of opening of the 
Kansas Pacific to Denver as August 15, 18?0. P. 20. 
4. · Univensity of Colorado Historical Qollections, Vol. 1 
Page 12. ·Hereafter,r this will be used as the chief 
basis for statements of fact, without further refer-
ence. When other references are used, they will 
be designated. · 
Mr. Beyers was· part owner, was used as an extensive: 
advertising medium. 
In considering the relative merits of the tw~ states 
forfarming activities, whatever may have been the real. 
truth of the matter, it is evident that the propo·sition. 
of inducing-the settlers to go to Colorado was a much 
harder ·one than that of getting them to locate:~.in Kansas. 
'The reason, for this was the fact that all eastern farmers 
looked askance at land which must be irrigated before.· it 
would produce a crop. 
This fact, perhaps, accounts for the superlative·· 
advertisements of the wonders of Colorado lands, which 
were never ;:advanced for the Kansas lands in the attempts 
to colonize them. Allow me td quote a part of a para-
graph from Mr. Willard's volume on the Greeley Colony in 
which he has collected a few of the marvelous statements -. 
set forth by the advertisers. "The crops that were raised 
on irrigated lands were truly marvelous in quantity and 
quality~ There were depicted yields- of wheat as high as 
eighty bushels to the acre in favored communities,,. 
cagbages weighing .sixty pounds each, potatoes five and 
six pounds, beets two feet in length and sweet potatoes 
weighing fourteen pounds." 
There are a few colonies in Colorado along the rail-
roads that d~serve special notice. The· first of these 
5 
is the German Colonization Company. The company lo.c·ated 
south of Denver, under_the direction of the National Land 
Company~ In-as-much as it was an experiment in. commun~ 
. ~<[~·/ . 
ism, it was not destined to much succts~1, dbreaking up in 
a short time ~s all such experiements .have in the past. 
The next colony of outstanding importance was the 
Greeley Colony. ·This group of settlers was organized 
in ·1869 in New York and arrived in Colorado during April.· 
6 
and May of 1870 .-
November 22, 18?0 an.organization was perf1ected in 
Chicago, which became known as the "Chicago-Colorado 
Colony", and was under the supervisi.on of the National 
Land Company. They chose as their location the area. 
around Longmont and became a very successful farming com-
munity. • 
---------~---------------------------------
5. Tracy~·Handbook, for. the Kansas racific. P. 80. 
6. "The Union Colony at Greeley Colorado", by Mr. James 
F. Willard of University of Colorado is a book entirely 
devoted to a discussion of this one colony. 
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November 29, 1870. a group· of men, headed by the 
Reverend A. fJ. Todd of Oakdale, Kllinois, decided upon 
a colonization project in Colorado. The land·agents 
soon heard of this decision and lost no time in getting 
in touch with them. So successful were they in their 
advocacy of Denver Pacific lands that the investigating 
Cammi ttee cho.se the regio°' around Evans, directly in the 
line of the road. The name "St. Louis-Western Colony" 
was" given to the organization when i ~s headquarters were 
changed to St. Louis. 
The last of the colonies.of importance was the "South 
.western Colony" which was organized in Memphis, Tennessee 
late in the year of 1870. This colony, unlike the others 
mentioned above, decided to locate on lands other than 
~hose belonging to the railroad. They decided on a lac~ 
ation. on the South Platte, nearly twenty-five miles east 
of Evans. They founded a town ca.lled Green City. The 
colony di.d not have much success and af~er a few years 
both the colony and the town disappeared. But it served 




In addition to these farming communities, there 
were several _groups of settleri whose energies uere 
devoted .to tovm development rather than farming and stock-
raisingh These were not necessarily located by the rail-
road .people, or the National Land Company, but by private 
speculators v1ho had bought up a fev; acres of land and 
divided it into town lots. These can be given no more 
than a bare enumeration. The most important locations 
of this kind made during the years 1871 and 187ij were: 
The Fountain Colony at Colora~o Springs. and the Independ-
ence Colony at New Memphis were both located during the 
year 1871 ;. Fort Coll ins and Pueblo were founded in 1872 • 
. These private enterprises helped to induce other people 
to locate in Colorado and it was not long until the 
bestoof the railroad lands were taken. 
In, 1871, the Land Commissioner for the Kansas Pacific 
7 
mad~ the following report: 
Denver, Colo .. , April 20, 1871 
To President and Trustees of Denver· Pacific 
Railvmy and Telegraph Company • 
Gentlemen: 
The grant of land made by Congress to your 
7. On file i~ K. S. H. Library, Topeka. 
77 
company contains 9.97, 994.~96 acres. Of these lands there 
had been sold up to April 1,1871, 59~958.65 acres. 
Total cash and bills received $250,640~92 
Average prica of land sold $4.lS per ·acre. As a result 
of these sales there· have been located on the lands 
about 2,400 persons, about one person. to each 25 acres. 
The settlement of so many people on the lands of your 
company has so far affecte~ the value of your land that 
it will be necessary, before long, to reappraise the 
remaining lands at least 10% above the present appraisal. 
Very respectfully~ 
John Pierce 
Land Commissioner, Denver .Pac. Ry. 
This report of the land commissioner apove quoted 
gives more conclusive. evidence tha~ anything else of the 
impor~ance of the railroads in the settlement of the 




By September 1870 trains were running on schedule 
time between Kansa~ City and Cheyenne, where· connection 
YJaS made with the Union. Pacific main line. From that 
point west the connection had been made with the Central 
1 
Hoad of California at Promontory, Utah. on MaylO, 18'69, 
thus completing the transcontinental railroad. 
And so, the· road which had its beginnings away back 
in the period of the slavery controversy emerged from a 
territorial project and aided by Federal legislation 
became at last one of the great highways of commerce. 
B·egun as a means of bill.ID.ding the free-state forces more 
closely together its function ·necessarily changed afte.r 
.the.Civil War •. From that time on it sole object was to 
establish a connecting link betvreen the East and the West. 
I.. 11 History a.f the Union Pacific Railroad 0 - pamphlet 
published by the Uoi<t>n Pad:ific Railroad in 1919, 
P. 39. gives a good account of the "Driving of the 
Last Spike." · 
·79. 
The gold fields of Colorado furnished. an immediate 
incentive for quick construction. 
As the road was built the railroad officials saw 
the need of filling up the vast prairies of central an,d 
western·Kansas and Colorado.with farmers. For without 
a rural; settlement of considerable proportions the 
company would not develop a :freight traffic of sufficient 
.importance~ to. ·warrant its construction. In the preceding 
pages I have attempted to show the important part played 
by this road in th~ settlement of Kansas. As I have 
already p~inted out there were two reasons for this, 
first, because·the Kansas Pacific was the first road 
to be built across Kansas from the east to west, and 
second, because of its central location in the state. 
Settlements made along its right-of-way, therefore, filled 
up sp~co of territory for twenty miies on each side of 
the road. •Other settlements were bound to spread, both 
.north and south from this central line. And so, the 
~ 
Kansas Pacific railroad must be taken into account by 
sfud:en.t.s of Kansas ·.history: ·a·s one of' the vital factors 
·-
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In addition, the Kansas Pacific had for sale 2,217,343 
acres in Bent, Elbert, Arapahoe, .Jefferson and Douglas: 
81 
82' 
Counties, Colorado at from $2 •. 00 to ~?6. 00 per acre • 
.. 
*.Taken from pamphlet on Forest Tree Cul~ure by K. P. 
K. s. H. Librari, Topeka. 
B 
* Table showing lands for sale by the road in. 1882. 
No. acres Price per acre 
County for sale Min. Max. 
Pott 7,685 $2.00 $7.50 
V.Jaubaunsee 27' 186~ 2.00 . 6.00 
Riley 15,225 2.50 7.00 
Davis 33,914 2.50 7.50 
Morris 17,828 9.00 
Clay 7,883 2.00 8.00 
Dickinson 8,229 2.00 7.50 
Ottavi1a 20' 935, 3.00 7.00 
Salin._e 37,710 2.00 8.00 
IvfoPherson 10,239 2.00 8.50 
Lincoln 62,~82 3. 00 . 9.00 
Ellsvrnrth 78,386 3.00 8.00 
Rice 23,339 3.50 7.50 
Osborn 23,167 3.00 7.00 
Russell 144,406 3.00 8.00 
Barton. 40,409 .3.00 6.50 
Rooks·, 37,876 2.00 4.50 
Ellis 182, 086. 2.00 7.00 
Rush 68,841 2 .oo . 6.00 
Graham 118,269 2.00 4.00 
Trego. 205,430 1.75 5.00 
Ness 9,738 2.50 3.00 
Sheridan 173,565 1.50 3.00 
Gove 235,834 2.00. .4.00 
-Thomas 144,187 
· St. John 293' 936 
Sherman ) 
Wallace )· 420,000. ---- -
Greeley ) ii 
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* Pamphlet by Uni~n Pacific Railroad Company, 1893. 
K. S. H. Library, Topeka. ~ 
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D 
Table showing the increase in population as the rail-
* road was built .. 
1860 1865 1870 1875 
Counties Po:Q .. ~ R.m .. Po:Q. R.m. Po:12. R.m .. Po:Q. R.m. 
Wyandotte 3,082 2,!73~ 7 ,.023 12 6,638 32 
Leavemvorth 12,606 24,256 32,472 62 27,738 82 
Jefferson 4,459 o,.853 12,526 18 11,554 63 
Shawnee 3,513 3,458 13,035 49- 15, 389 63 
Pottawatomie 1,529 2,119 7,888 29 10,342 2-9 
Riley 1,224 1;813 5, 104. 14 7,066 14 
Davis 1;163 1, 1'89 5.600 29· '1,765 44 
Dickinson. 378 442 3,03? 23 '6' 911 23. 
Saline ----- 473 4,206 32 6,359 32 
Ellsworth ----- ----- . 1,350 35 1,761 35 
Russell ----- 33 1,054 33 
Ellis 2,041 32 942 32 
Trego ----- 31 ----- 31 
Gove ----- 31 ----- 31 
St. John ----- -----
Wallace. 378 79 ----- ?9 
* K. s. H. C. Volume 12,~ nRailroads in Kansas 11 by 0. C. 
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D continued 
·r8so 1885 1890 1895 1900 
_P_o~P~•--R~·--m~·-· ~P_o~P~•~R__;_.1~1·--~_P_o~P.~··~R~.m-·=--~P.Q.E. R.m. Pop-. R.M. 
11,463 33 14,733 57 13,50~ 83 13,111 83 19~923 83 
32,34ff 83 42,799 100 38,485 163 34,621 166 36,041 173 
15,574 64 17,563 91 16,620 121 17,173 121 16,987 121 
29~ 120 63 40,5Q~ '63 49~1?2 107 47,918 106 55,372 103 
rs,347 sa ia;15a 74 17,722 74 I6,353 73 17,568 81 
1oj428J 14 18,142 58 13,183 lOa 12,394 lOa 12,907 ioo 
·-6·1··996·---44------------------------------------------------
15, 261 23 20,36Q 23 22,273 153 20,926 153 22,253 153 
13,8"61 /44 15,381 54 17,442 148 17,475 148 17,503 148 
8,529 35 10,00~ 36 9,293 92 8,87S 92 9,540 89 
7, 357 33 6' 665 35 7' 333 - 60 7' 470: 60 7' 827 6.0 
6, 183 3Z 5, 046 32 7, 942 32 7, 478 32 8 ,,543 32· 
2' 535- 31 1,!886, 33 21:535· 33 2' 166 33 2, 556 33 
1,197' ·- 37 595· 3'7 2,994 37 2,126: 37 2,5-63, 31 
Becomes Logan 9.3 40 3, 384 40 2, 071 40 1, 850 · 40 
686 33. . 197 33 2,468 33 1,592 32 1,195 32 
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